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IN MEMORY OF HEROINE. Moines. At Sioux City it was 34 NEW DEMOCRATIC DAILYFOURTH OF JULY WIFE'S INFIDELITYTORRID WEATHER FRANKA HUBBELL
CAUSESTRAGEDY
Queenston, Qnt, July 5. The mem
ory of Laura' Secord, whose act in
risking her life to convey information
to the British troops that enabled them
to defeat the Americans in the bat
tle of Beaver Dams entitles her to a
foremost place on the roll of Canadl-
an heroines, was fittingly honored
here today by the unveiling of
granite memorial erected by the gov
ernment of Canada. The monument,
which consists of a column about
twelve feet high and bearing bronse
tablets with appropriate Inscriptions,
occupies a commanding position upon
historic Queenston Heights, overloo'c--
the Niagara river, where Sir Isaac
Brock -- drove back the American in-
vaders a hundred years' ago. The un
veiling was accompanied with inter-
esting ceremonies. The speakers in
cluded Sir George Ross, J. W. Lang- -
muir, chairman of the N'aara Falls
park com mission and several others.
WORLD'S STEEL. FEDERATION
Brussels, July 5. A highly notable
congress of the ironmasters of the
world, the first gathering) of Its kind
ever held, assembled in Brussels today
todi'seuss questions of general inter
est and Importance to the iron and
steel industry and also, it is said, to
form a permanent international or-
ganization of iron and steel makers.
The American iron and steel industry
is well represented at the congress.
Among the Americans who will have
a prominent part in the proceedings
are Charles M. Schwab, Judge E. If.
Gary, chairman of the board of the
United States Steel corporation, and
James A. Farrell, president of the
corporation. According to announce
ment the conference is intended to
establfeh a "better understanding"
among the steel producers of tha
world. It is said no attempt Will be
made to fix prices or to regulate the
market.
PLAN FEDERATION
IN SOUTH AMERICA
STATE DEPARTMENT . VIEWS
WITH INTEREST OUTCOME
OF SECRET CONFERENCE
Washington, July 5. The state de-
partment is awaiting with consider
able interest the confirmation of the
report that a secret meeting of dele-
gates representing the governmnts
of Venezuela, Columbia, Ecuador,
Peru and Bolivia is now being held
for the purpose, it is alleged, to dis-
cuss a proposal to form a federation
of these five South American repub
lics under the name of "Gran Colum-bio.- "
On several occasions during
the past hundred years attempts were
made to form confederations of some
of the South and Central American
republics, but the attempts were nev-
er successful.
The state department does not an-
ticipate the probability at the present
time of the formation of an actual
political federation of the South
American republics named, but fully
realizes that any movement 1n that
direction is principally aimed o
counteract the growing influence of
the United States in the political af-
fairs of South America, an influence
which is steadily growing and which
is known to be extremely distasteful
to the people of the Latin-America- n
republics of South America and Cen-
tral America.
THOUSANDS HAD TO
SLEEP ON DEACHES
SIXTEEN-HOU- LAW WORKED
HARDSHIP ON FOURTl OF
JULY EXCURSIONISTS
V
Los Angeles, 'July 5. Teh thousand
Fourth of July holiday-maker- s slept
on the sands of the various beach re
aorta last night because the law limit-
ing railroad men to 16 working hours
prevented the. suburban lines from
bringing them borne. Fully half of
the throng "'were women nd girls
garbed in the flimsiest of seaside sum-
mer costumes and the cold night
breezes wrought havoc with . nerves
and patience. 7,
QUEEN DOWAGER SUCCUMBS
Turin, Italy,. July 5. Maria Pia;
queen dowager of Portugal, died at
the royal chateau at Stuplnigi, at 3:45
o'clock this afternoon. She had suf-fere- d
from uremia
Roswell, N. M., July 5. A new
aemocrauc, eignt-pag- e, morning pa
per will be started in Roswell Aug-
ust 15. It is backed by the demo
cratic territorial central committee,
and will be published from the office
of the Roswell Printline comnanv.
which office has been publishing the
Register-Tribun- Will Robinson edi
tor. Captain B. F, Harlow, manager
for the Roswell Printing company, a
Virginia democrat, and who will have
the controlling stock in the new daily,
states that it will be "primarily
newspaper, yet staunchly advocating
and supporting democratic princl
pies. , Correspondence from every
city, town and hamlet will be covered
and unlimited service will be used
TO INSPECT BATTERY A.
Roswell, N. M., July 5. Major W.
McNair of the Second United
States artillery, has been detailed as
instructor for Battery A during the
encampment at Camp Jaffa, in the
Capltan mountains, July 6 to 14. A
sergeant of artillery from the regular
army is to be detailed to this bat
tery to give the men special instruc
tions in the handling of the guns.
Governor Mills and General Brookes
will attend the maneuvers on the
'11th at 'which. time Major McNair
will inspect the battery for the gov-
ernment Camp will close with a
grand ball at Pine Lodge on the
evening: of the 12th. ,
CHARGED WITH MURDER.
Indianapolis, Ind., July 5 After
several postponements the case of
Mrs. Alice Poehler, charged with the
murder of Carl Storey, was called in
court today for trial. Storey was
fatally shot In a local hotel on Janu-
ary 12 last. The tragedy is alleged to
have resulted from a quarrel between
the two.
DESPERATE NEGRO
SH00TS2 OFFICERS
AT ROCKY FORD, COLO. POLICE
CHIEF AND NIGHT MARSHAL
ARE MURDERED
Rocky Ford, Colo., July 5. Robert
Harris, a negro, shot and instantly
killed Chief of Police A. B. Craig and
mortally wounded Jacob Kipper, night
marshal vhere last night, when the of
ficers went to Harris' home to place
him under arrest- for creating a dis-
turbance. The negro resisted arrest,
and during a scuffle in the house, Har-
ris seized Chief Craig's pistol from its
holster and fired upon the chief and
then shot Marshal Kipper. The negro
fled. A posse was promptly formed
and spent the greater part of the
night in pursuit of the murderer.
SALE OF BIG STABLE.
London, July 5. Lovers and breed
ers of fine horses are displaying a
lively interest in the dispersal saleot
the Walter Winans stable which is
nounced to take place tomorrow at
Tattersal's. Mr. Winans, who Is an
American by b'fth but a resident ot
England for many x years, has .been
one of the foremost breeders and
exhibitors of show horses on this Bide
of the Atlantic since the early '80s.
His horses won many ribbons at the
recent international show at Olympia
and at the several similar shows in
previous, years. Despite his success
as an exhibitor, however, it is under-
stood to be his intention to abandon
the show ring and devote his entire
attention in future to his racing
stable.
MULTI-MILLIONAIRE-
'S
:PJREJCIATED
. . .. O , - ? ! "1
LUDWIG NOBEL'S SON AND
DAUGHTER BURNED TO
DEATH IN MANSION
Viborg, Finland, July 5. The pala
tial country mansion here of Ludwig
Nobel, the multi-millionai- oil mag-
nate of St Petersburg, was destroyed
by fire last night Mr. Nobel's son
and daughter, aged 7 and 5 respec-
tively, were burned to death. Their
governess made heroic efforts to
save her charges, and, on failing,
went raving mad and attempted sui
cide. The . parents , .vwere at. , St
Petersburg at the time, of the dis
aster. . v ...
degrees at 10 o'clock.
Hutchinson, Kan., reported a tem-
perature of 105 degrees at 11 o'clock.
Up to noon, when the temperature In
Kansas City was 100, three prostra
tions had been reported.
Atchison, Kansas, reported 102 at
noon, with one death.
A light rain fell at Norfolk, Neb.,
this mornisg.
100 at Topeka at 8 A. M.
Topeka, Kan., July 5. This Is the
hottest July ja ever recorded at the
government ' weather bureau. The
mercury at 6 o'clock this morning
had reached the 100 mark.
" Fatalities In Minneapolis
MinneapolisMinn., July 5. The
hot wave has caused two deaths here.
Four other prostrations were reported
today.
Three Dead In Akron
Akron, O., July 5. Three deaths are
attributed to the hot wave.
92 Degrees at Cleveland.
Cleveland, July 5. A temperature
of 92 degrees at noon made, this the
hottest day of the year. The aver-
age temperature for the first five
days in July Is the highest In forty-on- e
years. All school buildings and
school grourds will be thrown open
to be used ftR Rtppnfnff finftrteT-- a - Jv
the public tonight. There is a short-
age in the ice supply.
KANS HEAT AD ... .. '
J &8 Dead In New York.
New York, July 5. The accumu-
lated exhaustion of three sweltering
days continued to Increase the re-
cords of deaths and prostrations to-
day. The total fatalities for the
present hot wave are fifty-eigh- t
deaths. The thermometer at 11
o'clock today was 85 degrees, and the
humdity 66 Yesterday's maximum
temperature was 93.
Five Die In Boston.
Boston, July 5. Five deaths from
heat occurred in Boston today. The
-
or two lower thau at the correspond-
ing hours yesterday.
Three Deaths in Connecticut.
New Haven, Conn., July 5. Three-death-
due directly or Indirectly to
the heat were reported from about
Connecticut today. Temperatures ot
80 to 105 degrees were reported.
PORTUGAL FORESTALS
ATTEMPTED UPRISING
SEVERAL THOUSAND TROOPS
DISPATCHED TO NORTHERN
FRONTIERS
Tuy, Spain, July 5. It wits learned
here today that the Portuguese
dispatched several thou-
sand troops to the northern frontier,
following the discovery of a p'.o
'.here to restore the monarchy. The
conspiracy is said to have originated
among certain officers of the Portu-
guese army at Valenca Domingo, I'ist
across the border from Tuy.
CUMMINS CRITICIZES TAFT
Washington, July 5. President
Taft's speeches in
Indiana Monday and Tuesday were
sharply criticised in'the Senate to-
day by Senator Cummins. "When
the president abandons the duties of
his office and enters upon a campaign
to mould or load public opinion on
reciprocity," said Mr. Cummins,
"then he Is on the same level as any
other man and cannot be exempt
from criticism and attacked as to
the arguments he uses." '' '
SENSATIONAL TRADING IN CORN
Kansas (My, 'Mo., July 5. Amid the
wildest scenes enacted on the Kansas
City board of trade for years, the
corn market gained from 3 to five
cents In price In the first ten minutes
of trading today. During that time
approximately one million bushels had
been traded in.
BURMAN NEW SPEED KING.'
'"'New York, July 5. Bob Burrnan,
driving; his . Bji'pmi
Bens, sett a new world's record. 'for
rhe mile yesterday afternoon. Wi in
a flying start he covered the mile
track at Brighton Beach in 48.7? siv
onds. The previous record was 48.02
seconds, made last year by Ralph de
Palma at Syracuse, N. Y., in Fia.
DEATH TOLL
,
HEAVY
HARVEST OF LIVES AND LIMB3
WAS UNUSUALLY LARGE
THIS YEAR
PHILADELPHIA IN THE LEAD
IT RECORDED 11 HEAT VICTIMS,
12 DROWNINGS AND TWO
' MURDERS
PITTSDURG STANDS SECOND
THREE KILLED AND 45 WOUNDED
NEW YORK THIRD WITH 3
DEAD, 13 INJURED
New York, July 5. Joseph Sennelli,
16 years old, was Instantly killed to-
day and two other boys, his com:
panions, were badly burned by a be-
lated explosion of fireworks. The
boys found two heavy mortar bombs
and Joseph exploded the contents of
one with his jacknlfe. When he
reached the core there was a terrific
explosion. The boy was blown twenty-f-
ive feet and terribly torn and
mangled . j, , .
A majority of the accidents last
night were gunshot wounds. Those
who found themselves unable to buy
fire crackers and blank cartridges,
used revolvers and ball cartridges al
ready in their possession.
Three persons were killed and 13
wounded by chance or malicious bul-
lets. One boy of 11 was killed by a
youth of 16 who said: "Watch me
wing a kid," and deliberately fired,
A mob chased him but he escaped.
Heavy Toll In Philadelphia '
Philadelphia, July o. A recapitula-
tion of the casualties of the celebra-
tions of independent day in Philadel-
phia was made today and shows that
it was as near an
Fourth" as any one would want It. It
was the hottest Fourth of July in 13
years, and there were 11 deaths from
the heat and many prostrations.
Twelve persons were drowned In the
rivers and creeks about Philadelphia
while bathing; there were two mur-
ders, several attempted murders and
numerous brawls. About four hun-
dred persons were treated at hospitals
for injuries received in handling fire-
works.
3 Dead; 5 Hurt In Pittsburg
Pittsburg, July 5. Three dead and
forty-fiv- e Injured,'' six of whom may
die, is the casualty list as a result
of the Fourth of July celebration.
TECHNICALITY MAY
YET SAVE HENWOOD
HIS COUNSEL WILL OPPOSE HIS
TRIAL FOR MURDER OF
VON PHUL
Denver, July 5. The trial of
Harold F. Henwood or the Wiling of
Sylvester L. Von Phul, at the same
time that George E. Copeland was
Blaln by Henwood, today was put off
until next Monday. Arguments will
be heard Saturday on the motion of
Henwood's attorneys to , withdraw
Henwood's plea , of not guilty and of
leave to file a plea of former jeop-
ardy. Henwood was found guilty last
week of murder in the second degree
' for killing Copeland.
DRAMATIC CRITIC DEAD
. New York, July 5. Franklin Fyles,
for thirty years dramatio editor and
critic of the New York Sun, is dead
at his home here of heart disease. He
was born In Troy, N. Y., 64 years ago
and started newspaper work In that
city while a boy.
JACK JOHNSON MATCHED
Chicago, July 5. Jack Johnson,
heavy-weig- champion, has signed ar
ticles to fight Patrick) Curran of Lon
don, to a finish Jn Dublin, according
to a desDatch from London. The date
MOWS DOWN
HUNDREDS
HIGHE8T TEMPERATURES EVER
RECORDED IN EAST AND
MIDDLE WEST
PROSTRATIONS ON INCREASE
N CHICAGO DEATHS HAVE COR-
ONER SWAMPED, WHILE
HOSPITALS ARE FILLED
SOME RELIEF IS PROMISED
WASHINGTON FORECASTER PRE.
DICTS COOL WAVE" TOMOR-
ROW 'FOR STRICKEN AREA
PniladelDhia. Julv R. Th
t- keeper of the city morgue today f
notified the county coroner that
the dead house was overcrowded
and that he would be unable to
oare. for any bodies until some f
of those now in the morgue
were removed. Thirty-seve- n sud- -
f den deaths from all causes were f
reported today. Anion these -
were nineteen due to the heat. f
There have been forty-on- e fatal- - fc
'f ities from this cause during" the
f present hot wave. r 'At 1 p. m. f
the temperature was 92 degrees.
. 4.
Washington,' July 5. Refreshing
western breezes sweeping along the
Atlantic coast today, brought some re-
lief from the hot wave in the eastern
section of the country, though the gov-
ernment weather experts say there is
IK. appreciable change in the register
ed temperatures.: Cooler weather -- to
morrow la promised for Chicago and
the middle west region, where today
the mercury started even higher than
it was at the same time yesterday.
Breaks in the torrid spell are being
reported, the extreme northwest hav-
ing a change to considerably cooler
weather with temperatures dropping
below the seasonable average. New
York began today with the thermo-
meter registering 78 degrees at 8
o'clock as compared with 82 degrees
at the same time yesterday. At
Washington it was 80 degrees. .
Score Dead in Chicago
Chicago, July 5. Chicago today
faced another record-breakin- g hot day
witb no relief in sight before Friday,
according to the prediction of the of-
ficial forecaster. At 9 o'clock the
mercury showed 93 degrees, two
points higher than at the same hour
yesterday. Twenty-seve- n dead from
heat is the record made in Chicago
during the 24 hours ended at 4 a. m.,
today. Deaths during the present
heat wave have swamped the coron-
et's office, which must bold inquests
in all cases of sudden or unexplained
deaths.
"We had 48 inquests Monday and
21 yesterday, due directly or Indirect-
ly to the heat," said Coroner Hoff-
man. "The mortality continues to-
day."
There are not enough police ambul-
ances In the city to oare for the pros-
tration oases. Private ambulances are
being hired and frequently express
wagons on the spot are called Into
Two deaths due directly
to heat, and two cases superinduced
thereby were re'ported up to noon to-
day. Nothing like complete reporst
on (the proatiratilon$ IwJre lavallabte
but tW forenoon roll was estimated
at fifty.
Southwest Fairly Baking
Kansas City, July 5. No relief from
hot, dry weaher in the southwest was
predicted by the United States weath-
er forecasted ere today. Indication
were that tras would be the ' fourth
day' of extreme heat over" the 'entire
section and that yesterday's maximum
temperature of 108 would be equalled.
Threatened with an ice famine con-
sumers of that commodity are givine
serious consideration to economy In
its use. At 7 o'clock this morning
the thermometer registered 84 degrees
here, at St. Joseph, Omaha and Des
ARRESTED FOR
ASSAULT
ALBUQUERQUE POLITICIAN IS
CHARGED WITH ATTEMPT TO
MURDER C. F. SPADER
VICTIN NOVMN HOSPITAL
WARRANT SERVED ON ACCUSED
MAN LAST NIGHT AND BOND
IS FURNISHED ,
DETAILS HARD T010DTAIN
ALLEGED THAT FIGHT BETWEEN
MEN OCCURRED OVER GAME
OF DICE
Albuquerque, N. M., July 5. At
about 8 o'clock last night Frank A.
Hubbell was served at his residenoe
in this city by Under Sheriff Fred B.
Heyn with a warrant sworn to by
Charles F. Spader of Bernalillo be-
fore Justice of the Peace W. W. lie- -
Clellan, charging Hubbell with mak-
ing an assault with a knife upon Spa
der with the intention of killing him.
Mr. Hubbell furnished a bond of
$1,000 for his appearance before
Judge McClellan to answer the charge
at a date to be fixed when the com--
aining witness is released from St.
Joseph's hospital, where he is now
confined suffering from the wounds
alleged to have been inflicted by Mr.
Hubbell.
It Is understood that the encounter
of which the arrest was the outcome
occurred in a downtown barroom last -
Saturday - night about 6 o'clock. An
unbiased account ot-- ther affair Is dif-
ficult to procure and the facts' In the"
case will probably not be definitely
known until the evidence Is adduced
In court It is claimed by 5pauciJ
that the assault was unprovoked,
friends of Hubbell declaring thafc
Spader struck the first blow. It 1b
said the altercation followed an ex
tended game of dice throwing, in
which it is 6aid Hubbell was the win-
ner. It is also said that he was the
loser.
PACKERS PLEAD NOT GUILTY
Chicago, July 5. Through counsel
the packers indicted some time ago
for violation of the Sherman anti-
trust law pleaded not guilty toda.
Their trial is set for November 25.
TRAINS MEET ON
BRIDGET KILLED
FRIGHTFUL DISASTER ON CHI-CAG-
DIVISION OF THE SOO
LINES
Superior, Wis., July 5. Four men
were killed and three seriously injured
in a collision between an extra and
a gravel train on the Chicago division
of the Soo lines, a few miles from
this city today. The dead and injured
were all railroad men. The trains
met on a bridge over the Nemadjl
river and the bridge caught fire after
the collision.
HURT BY CANNON CRACKER
So safely and. so sanely was the
Fourth of July observed in Las Vegas
yesterday that but' one accident was
'
reported , during the day. .'CM.
Straussen, chief , dispatcher for the
Santa Fe, was the victim. Desiring
to let bis neighbors know that his
patriotism is just as fervent as when
he wore knee breeches, Mr. Straus-se-n
purchased some cannon crackers
yesterday morning and prepared to
make merry. One of the crackers
exploded prematurely before Mr.
Straussen could hurl it from him and
he caught the full benefit of the dis-
charge.' Hi nose was badly burned
end cut but the flame and powder
luckily did not strike bis eyes. Mr.
Straussen's nose has swelled consid-
erably and assumed a brilliant red
color. For a few days he will be able
to distinguisn nothing in front of Kim
but a red glare, but he thinks b cot
off lucky at that'
ATTECOLOTE
E. BACA WREAKS VENGEANCE
ON LEOPOLDO MONTOYA,
OF HIS HOME
VICTIM CAUGHT IN ACT
RETURNING HOME UNEXPECTED
LY, HUSBAND FOUND MAN
IN BEDROOM
INFLICTED FATAL WOUNDS
MURDERER ARRESTED AND IS
LODGED IN COUNTY JAIL
PENDING HEARING
Death last night claimed Leopoldo
Montoya as the result of an encoun-
ter with Epafloridito Baca, which oc
curred Saturday at Tecolote. Baca is
In the county jail pending a hearini?,
having been placed under arrest by
order of Sheriff Secundino Romero
when hews of the assault rsachei
Las Vegas.
According to the story of Baca and
others, Montcya's death was due to
his persistent intimacy with Baca's
wife. Baca, who Is a prominent sheen
man, left Tecolote early Saturday,
saying he was going to Lagunita to
secure a herd of goats which he had
purchased. For aome reason he did
not obtain possession of the animals
and consequently he arrived home at
r. time not expected by Mrs. Baca or
Montoya. Baca knocked on the door
but was unable to gain admittance.
He broke down the door and enied
his wife's room. There he fourd
Montoya and Mrs. Baca, Both ar-- i
said to have been scantily clad.
So enraged was Baca when he saw
the destroyer of his home that he
seized the man and threw him heavi-
ly to the floor. Then he procured a
heavy stone and beat the prostrat;
man over the head, according to tho
story. That he did not kill the man
outright was due to the pleadings of
Mrs. Baca, it is said.
Aid was summoned. It is asserted
that Mrs. Baca dressed Montoya in
all his clothing before the arrival of
the neighbors in order that it might
not be discovered that he was not
fully clad when the assault toolc
place. Montoya was treated by r
physician from Las Vegas but his
condition was such that he was un-
able to rally. His death occurred late
last night
Montoya was but 19 years of age.
It is said that he was attentive to
Mrs. Baca a few years ago. Baca dis
covered what was 'going on and
caught Montana in his home. He
drew his gun and fired, the bullet
striking Montoya in the arm and in
flicting a dangerous wound. It '
said Baca warned Montoya then to
keep out of the company of Mrs.
Baca, while the latter agreed to be
faithful to her husband. The failure
of both to keep their promises is d
to have been the cause of the
tragedy.
Baca Is a wealthy sheepman of
Tecolote, which is located twenty
miles southeast of this city. He will
be given a hearing at the earliest
date at which the witnesses can be
summoned. Baca has .always borne
a good reputation.
FATAL SHOOTING AT WILLARD
Williard, N. M., July 5. A shooting
occurred In Wlllard late Monday af;
ternoon, the first serious trouble which
has ever happened "here.f Miguel
Mora, a laborer who had been ; em-
ployed on the Santa Fe cut-of- f, went
to the commissary arewara to araw
supplies. Having no time to his cred
it, he was refused the supplies. Be-
ing Intoxicated, he took offense at
this, and turned upon a fellow labor
er, frank uampos, using a untie as n
weapon. Campos drew a gun, shoot-
ing Mora through the ribs. A second
shot took effect In the stomach. It
said that Mora cannot, recover.
Campos was at once arrested, and
late in the evening was given a pre-
liminary hearing before Justice Hltt
The justice decided the shooting was
done in self-defen- and dismissed
the case against Campos.
'
' '
will be decided on today.
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USELESSA DIFFERENT KIND.He "canVTatl'anT saTTeslde "her For Your Baby's SakeBABY PITIFULon the couch.
"Only this Out west I used to beHer Chosen
Model SIGHT MUCZE1
often in the house of one John Ford.
On the walls, on the bookcases and
on the mantels were picture of a girl buy a WAGNER QuickFolding Go-Ca- rt.who had gone east to make a name
tor herself. She refused to be loved
Completely Covered. Bandaged fromby the many who wanted her and she
You won t De ooHgcu w -went off with the career notion filling mil evsmine them.Helen Ford glanced up at tbe model
who wu awaiting her verdict He is Head to foot, uarea not wasnHim. Used Cuticura Soap and Oint-ment 4 Weeks and He Was Cured.ber life. Her family told me that noordinary man could win her from art leave the decision to your judgementit- - XvrAnWEReStns or efosti automaticallyI came, posing as part of the art shewas so handsome, ao altogetherand ao very little resemblingher usual models that ah found her-self faltering a more or less confused loved. It seemed like the only wayfor a mere man to reach the inner II'" A few dsvs after birth we noticed an In one timU movement of th handle.It is roomy and comfortable for a baby of mysitting or reclining. Has soft, flexible .firmo under the seat.The WAGNER is safe. Theflamed soot on our baby's hip which soon bearray of questions. gan hp reading until baby was oomuletely cot- -Hla answer fulfilled every desire of life have I reached it dear?" Helooked Into the radiantly beautifulface of the girl.the artist yet she waa strangely healtant about hiring him for a model. But
she needed Just that leonine head with
seat is so placed that the cart cannot
tip backward. The safety brake
holds the cart anywhere when left
alone.
No other go-ca- rt has the attrac-
tive appearance of the WAGNER.
erou l vrii in ui9 cyra,
ears and scalp. For
eight weeks he wu
bandaged from head to
foot. Be could not
have a stitch of cloth-
ing on. Our regular
physician pronounced it
chronic eczema. He is a
very able physician and
ranks with the best tn
this locality, neverthe
It shock of n hair and those
maaslve shoulder for her work; he
waa the ideal for her portrayal of
"Tell me quickly that you never
posed for anyone else?"
"No, nor ever again It 1 far too
strenuous a life for me."
"Not even for me?" Helen ques-
tioned.
"I wa going to ay, never again ex-
cept for my wife." David drew her
Into his arms. "Does that satisfy the
little artist?"
QUICK FOLDING GO-CA-"Strength, Courage and Endurance. a
ymbollo painting upon which she
waa at work. The artist in the girl
waa too strong to admit the intrusion
It is beautifully finished in every
detail. Built on graceful lines,
highly finished in nickel and
enamel, upholstered in best
Mr. Booze I never baw o many
less, the disease began spreading until baby
was completely covered. He was losing tieeh
so rapidly that we became alarmed and de-
cided to try Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
of unfounded scruples regarding her "It will be useless." she sadly said.6nakes in my life as there is in thmodels and she arranged for David "for you ever to toll me again that Iwoods back of the barn.Graham to come to her at ten o'clock am beautiful." "Not until I commenced using incurs,Boap and Ointment could we tell what he
looked like, as we dared not wash him, and
Mrs. Booze Well, I don't knowon the following morning.
"Why do you ay that?" tbe youngbut you often said that you have seen
man pleaded.Never, in Helen Ford"s short career
as an artist, had she arranged her them all over the room, while at
quality leatherette.
The WAGNER
all-st-
eel frame no i
wheels no wood p
warp and split.
To insure comfor
"I went to four theatrical managerhome.wonderful mouse-colore- d hair with a today to get them hear me read pass-
age from 'Romeo and Juliet,' and notview to pleasing her expected models,
one of them would let me do it"CHASING HIMTet. an hour before the time set forDavid Graham' appointment, she
found herself unconsciously studying
vtnt'ence, atytt and $treng
I bad been putting one application aiier
another on him. On removing the scale from
his head the hair came otT, and left him
entirely bald, but since we have been using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment he has as much
hair as ever. Four weeks after we began to
use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment he was
entirely cured. I don't believe anyone could
have eczema worse than our baby.
"Before we used the Cuticura Remedies
we could hardly look at him, he was such
a pitiful sight. He would fuss until I would
treat him, they seemed to relieve him so much.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment stand by them-
selves and the result they quickly and surely
bring is theirown recommendation." (Signed)
Mrs. T. B. Rawer. Mill Hall. Pa,. Feb. 20, '11.
each effect of her toilette. When Da EITHEROBJECTIONABLE IN
vid Graham arrived he was made to
. feel that he was a model and nothing CASEISCOURAGEMENT Is the big
gest mortgage a person caa
carry. John Bower.
Look for
the name
yvagrer
on the
front of
the cart.
is easy enough to be pleasantIt
Cuticura Boap and Ointment sold throughWhen life goes by like
a song.
But the one worth while
Is the one with a smile
When everything goes dead wrong.
out the world. Send to rotter urug
Corp., Dept. 29A, Boston, for a liberal sample
more.
At the end of three weeks of fever-
ish work, each day of which had giv-
en her three hour of David Graham's
time, she realized the meaning of her
tears.
"Miss Ford," Graham's voice star-
tled her. "If you are not at a criti-
cal point I would like to stop for to-
day. I feel a little fagged."
The girl, left alone, turned to lean
of each, post-fre- e, witn3Z--p. DOOKoniueisaiu,
Discouragement
There are women all over this
broad land who are growing old and GOWNS FOR THE SUMMER
Wide Choice of Color I Allowed for
stooped with the burden of discour-
agement Convictions are never so
bad that they could not be worse, and
we can always find those who are not
the Costume of the Pre-
vailing 8eaon.
as comfortable as we are and are also
carrying the game load of discourage ESTABLISHED 766&Gowns of liberty satin are practical
ment as wen as enective, ana quite as
We cannot expect the boys and girl many colored as black ones are made,
to be self-relian- t, to cultivate self-r- e
straint and and grit
when they see the mother and father
sit down and give up.
There are hard places in all lives,
Grace Why did he break the endisappointments, reverses and dis-
couragements are bound to come COMING!
wearily on the mantelpiece. She gazed
Into the glowing coals.
"He knew I was tired," she told her-
self; "he is going because I am tired.
I am tired desperately tired "
For an hour Helen struggled with
her feelings. She knew that in her
present state she could not receive
David Graham again. His forethought
when he knew she was unstrung, had
'
only quickened the best of her love
tor him.
At the end of the hour she wrote
a note to her model telling him that
she would let her canvas rest for a
tew weeks. She would let him know
when she needed him again.
In the afternoon, after having taken
a brisk walk, Bhe returned to her
studio to find a dozen of the most per-
fect American beauties she had ever
seen. There was no card. After that
they came at regular intervals.
When three weeks had passed Hel-
en felt that she must get to work. She
wrote to David Graham and to Lilly
Drake asking them to come the fol-
lowing day to pose.
gagement?
while the same can be said of the
d taffeta silks. Many of
these gowns have Jackets to match,
but there Is always a waist to match
the skirt, fashioned in such manner
that the appearance is given of a
one-piec- e gown. This style is per
fectly possible on warm day a well
as cool, for yoke and sleeves may be
of transparent material.
Extremely practical, also, are the
rt costumes for cool days.
In plain color, 'with trimmings Of
striped black and white, there Is quite
a new model with which Is worn a
First Country Sheriff I he ao Myrtle He told her that she wassome time or other In all lives, so thatit Is necessary that In early youth the
ritrht value of things should be
the only girl he had ever kissed.
Grace What of It?had
actor with a following.
Second Country Sheriff He
about 200 following last nighttaught Myrtle Why, she naturally rea-
soned that he was either untruthful
or absurdly foolish, and he waa hardly
The boy or girl who learns to ap-
preciate the processes of nature that
are every day going on under the
eye, to enjoy the beauty of a sunrise
PROBABLY DOES
worth having in either case. EMF "3o" - Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
or a sunset, to see God in every-thln- e.
has a power that no amount IN HIS LINE
of book learning could ever give.
Far too many of both men and
wmmsmsmmassmmEBmwomen have an Idea that to be rich
in the noeaeBBion of money is me
ctlef aim of life.
Money is truly a neoesslty and one
lace waist of white over the color of
the gown. It Is of filet and Irish lace
combined. It is not necessary that
real lace be used to carry out the
model satisfactorily, for there never
was a time when so, many effective
imitation laces could be bought at
!? nrlces. Harper's Bazar.
What He vtoto.
It was after the explosion, and Hen-
derson sat on a rail fence gazing rue-
fully over, the scene of ruin. One of
his wheels was still rolling onward
over the pike. Another hung from the
limb oi a tree. Other sections of the
car were strewn about the highway,
far and near.
that we cannot do without; but the
riches of a well-store- d mind cannot
be compared to a full purse.
Phone Hain 60
and arrange for demonstration date
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
La Vegas, New Mexico.
Discouragement and, worry often are
the result of tired, over-worke- d
nerves. Get out Into the open air,
take a brisk walk, call on a less for
tunate neighbor, forget self and un
pleasant thoughts will fly away.
"Ah me!" sighed Henderson. "ToIf we could remember that we livebut a moment at a time and that
often the bridges of discouragement
and failure are but mirages that fade
away as we approach, life could be
think that only last night I was
against an assembled car!
By Jove! I'd. give 100 to anybody
who'd come along at this very minute
and assemble mine." Harper's Week--
t David Graham greeted ,the artist as
usual with a simple "Good morning."
When the other model arrived Hel-- n
posed them as Strength support-
ing Weakness.
Helen felt, rather than saw, that
David Graham was disinclined to put
his arm about the girl model and sup-
port her figure during the pose.
The artist sketched the figures as
gulckly as she could, but she felt a
steady thumping In her heart. She
herself had arranged David's arm
about the girl yet each time she
glanced at her models the pangs of
lealousy grew.
When the rest moments came Helen
dismissed both models. The strain
had been too much for her. At least,
the two figures lived on her canvas.
.
As the door shut the second time,
closing on David's back, Helen Ford
dropped down on the couch and buried
ber head in the cushions.
David Graham came swiftly to her
Side. He had turned at the outer.door
before going out
"Helen, Helen" He took her Into
bis arms to still her trembling. "Don't
you are only tiring yourself."
TTdfin romnlnAil noQalv, tn a a
much fuller and sweeter.
GROSS, HELL Y & CO.The Living Skeleton I'm glad to
(Inooporatod)hear the India-rubbe- r man is doing so
well. What did you say he was at? Apropos.
'Jack little windfall fromHowell My wife is a woman of hiThe Clown Hired out as spare tireRestoring Faded Flowers. few. words. uncle came in nicely, dida't it?"One may freshen faded artificial on a touring car.Powell But doesn't she make the
"What did he do with it?"
"The obvious thing. Just as he gotfew work overtime?
flowers by retlntlng them with water
colors. After they are , tinted, curl
the petals again with the blunt side THE DIFFERENCE the windfall, he found his machine
needed a windbreak." v
WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS
BAIN WAGON- S- RACINE VEHICLES-S- ZL
GOOD EVIDENCEof a case knife.Notice how the petals curl back be-
fore tinting them and then curl in a
similar manner and do not apply the
paints too wet or it will be impossibleShe was too tired to resist.
"Look up, dear the struggle Is to obtain good results.This Is the best home method of
restoring flowers that have become
faded.
SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N.
N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
flew Brown Bread Recipe
Never 3o$y Easily made
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Nearly everybody like9 Boston brown
bread, but 6o many have experienced
trouble with its being soggy, they have
become discouraged. Here is a new
redpe that cannot fail if the few simpledirections are carefully followed. You
will be delighted with the results.
ever. I'm not a model any more."
HI words brought Helen to herself.
Bhe drew away and her eyes flashed
Aeflance at him.
"Don't struggle any more," he said
gently. "You have loved me for near-
ly six weeks and now I want to hear
fou say it"
"I will say nothing of the kind."
"I have the consent of your brother,
anyway." David Graham turned
toward the door. "And I won't wait
The New Gloves.
The smart French fancy which
should reach here soon Is the wearing
of gray suede gloves in the morning
or with all Informal costumes. These
have one button at the wrist and are
then turned widely over the hand Into
a cuff which is lined with Empire
green or Egyptian braid. It is quite
a fashion of the moment to have this
cuff of the glove carry out the color
scheme of the costume.
Her Father-I'-m ure you and Tom
very long for yours!"
There was something in his voice
that drew Helen to her feet.
"W-aJt-J What sta yrw Ulklne ahouii"
nave Deen aecreuy marneu.
His Daughter Why so? When a man put on a new hat he
hopes nobody will notice it. When aHer Father He used to come herat eight o'clock and stay till twelve,
but now he doesn't get here until ntn woman wear a new hat she
1 hurt
unless everybody turns to look at It
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
nil I.Bvag At fpn. fitno ci T? lVJTrri GREAT!ALL HAVE TROUBLE
' C Brown Bread
One and one-ha- lf tup yellow com-me- al;
1 cup entire-whe- at flour; 1 tea-
spoon salt; 12A cup sweet milk; cup
molasses; 5 level teaspoon fuls K C Ba-
king Powder.
SKIN DISEASES
During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples, Sift together, three times, meal, flour.boils, rashes or eruptions, while others suffer more severely with
. . . j i i j,Eczema, Acne, letter, salt Kneum, or some Kinureu siun uisease.
All skin affections come from humors and acids in the circulation.
salt and baking powder. Mix molasses
and sweet milk and stir into dry in-
gredients to makes smooth batter. Turn
into two empty K C Baking Powder
boxes, thoroughly buttered, and let
steam three hours. This bread is par
The blood, as it circulates through the system, deposits these humors
and acids in the sensitive membranous flesh which lies just beneath
the outer skin. This acrid matter causes inflammation and a discharge
which breaks through the delicate cuticle, and skin diseases are the
result. To cure any skin trouble the blood must be freed from all
ticularly good to serve with salads or
raw oysters; also at breakfast, as toastV1 Vi .o jiTS I
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among &1
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some--:
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of thebest markets!
ot all kinds.
Raisins or currants may be added,
though some prefer it without.arid and humors, and for this purpose nothing equals S.S.S. This
Readers of this paper may obtain Thegreat blood purifier completely removes every particle of the impurity,
enriches the blood, and in this way permanently cures skin diseases. "Yes. the fishing's good. Last weekFirst Deaf and Dumb Man This Cook's Book containing this and 89I followed the brook clear to the vil other delicious recipes free by sendingworld is full of trouble.S. S. S. cures because it purifies the blood and thus does away
with the cause. Book on skin diseases and any medical advice you Second Deaf and Dumb Man
lage."
"What did you get?"That's right I have to tie my wife'
ine coioren cemncaie paciteu in every
can of K C Baking Powder to
the Jaqtjes MFG. Co., Chicago. Send
for The Cook's Book today. , 28
"A ham sandwich and a glass ofhands at night., so that she can't talkmay desire sent free. S.S.S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA. beer."In hpr Bleep.
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SNAPS FOR THE ALLIGATORSHIS NAME MOST APPROPRIATE THING HE CANT DO WITHOUTa :o:o:o:co:oxo:cco:o:o:o:oxo::o;:tx: Q Beware of the Dangerous Housefly
Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.
War to the death should be declared upon the little pest His
presence 1a a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there is no dirt and filth there will
be no files.
Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'low flies In your house. '
Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the iwarms
of files.
Don't let flies crawl over the baby's mouth and swarm upon the
nipple of its nursing bottle.
Clean up your premises inside and out and then see that others do
the same. Strike at the root of the evlL The housefly breeds in horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials in such a
way that the house-fl- y cannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
and insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and every one from whom
you buy food stuffs does the same. There is more health In a well screen-e- d
house than In many a doctors' visit,
0000 0$ 00000
m
Hostess
wildest places with all the luxuries of
home. During the week those who
entertain are planning to use as
favors the many novelties 'shown by
the shops in honor of the nation's
birthday. Children are delighted with
the many conceits in red, white and
blue. Some of the boxes are In the
shape of dolls and thd cannon, guns,
drums and flags are exact reproduc-
tions.
Let me tell you of a "history" party
a mother has planned for the two
children of the household, aged ten
and twelve. The guests are asked to
come In costumes representing a
famous war hero; on the lawn a beau-
tiful cedar tree Is to bear fruit in the
guise of favors of patriotic charac-
ter as well as flags of all nations.
The children are to be blindfolded,
led to the tree, handed a pair of
Bclssors and guided to an object;
when the order "snip" is given a par-
cel or flag will be snipped off.
The flag, if guessed to what country
It belongs, is retained as a souvenir;
If not guessed correctly It is laid In a
basket to be auctioned off later to a
correct guesser. If a favor Is snipped
oft It is kept Each child is to have
two snips, getting a flag and a favor.
This is going to be great fun.
Guessing Contest for Men.
The other night a Jolly bunch of
young people were at a porch party;
It happened that the men present rep-
resented many and varied occupa-
tions. The hostess said: "I wonder
how many of you men would like to
know suitable names for your future
wives?" Then she propounded the
following questions, allowing a few
moments between each one: They
were first asked to guess the name of
a' civil engineer's wife (Bridget), a
gambler's (Betty), a humorist's
(Sally), a clergyman's (Marie), a
shoemaker's . (Peggy), a sexton's
(Belle), a porter's (Carrie), a dancing-master'- s
(Grace), a milliner's (Hat-tie- ),
a gardener's (Flora), a Judge's
(Justine), a pugilist's (Mamie), a
pianist's (Octavia), a 's
(Caroline), an upholsterer's (Sophy),
an astronomer's (Stella), a doctor's
(Patience), a fisherman's (Netty), a
gasman's (Meta), a marksman's
(Amy).
MADAME MERRL
Toilet Helps.
A good cleansing cream to remove
grime and the dust of travel, plenty
of fragrant rice or talcuc power to
freshen one after the bath, and a
generous bottle of eau de cologne to
bathe one's wearied and aching head
these are some of the "must haves"
of most women travelers,
Smelling salts may also prove use-
ful, cucumber cream will relieve sun-
burn, and peroxide may not come
amiss.
Sashes are worn a great deal with
afternoon toilets.
Blind embroidery and English eye-
let are both favorites for the separate
white waist.
Some of the new parasols are edged
with narrow ostrich feathers and have
a big bow of ribbon on the handle,
also edged with feathers.
For the cotton gowns the predilec-
tion Is for colored embroideries. The
colors of the embroideries are pink,
rose, old blue, light blue, lavender
and yellow. ,
For the
Amusing Pastime.
At an evening party where the
guests were not well acquainted, the
hostess did not have any especial
feature, so she passed to each guest
cards bearing these various verselets,
being careful to give to those she
knew could do the stunts well. The
first guest had this on hers:
Though riddles do our minds distress.
We'd like two good ones now to guess.
And there were two good conun-
drums Immediately forthcoming.
Each guest read her card aloud be-
fore complying with 'Its request The
following are good suggestions:
"We'd like to hear you tell today.Some funny things that children say.
Iescrlbe some woman In the town.
Her noae and hair, her dress and gown;
But do not give us her addresa.Nor tell her name, and we will guess.
We'd like a story full of fun:
You're gifted, Lyman, tell us one.
Misery likes company, they say;
We'd like to hear you tell today(Don't hesitate, but now begin)Of the worst scrap you e'er were In.
Tour talent gives as much delight:
"W wish that you would please recite.
Tour part In this program to help us
along
"Will give us much pleasure; please sing
us a song.
If music hath charms, we wish that todayTou'd prove It, and something quite
charming would play.
Tell some joke on yourself, your wife, or
your friend.
But we hope that you'll have It pleasantly
end.
"Describe some trip you've taken far.To Mexico, Europe, or Zanlbar.
Give a tale of old time when settlers were
few,
Of what they had then and what they
did do.
Describe some famous picture,Whether dark or fair.
.Please tell us all about It,
And the artist rare.
"Without a bit of gossip sweet,This program would not be complete.
Be sure that while the seasons roll.This crowd will never tell a soul.
Moonlight Picnic.
In a few dnvs most all the coun
try houses open and those who haven't
places are planning to take baskets
and go to the "open" for a day.
The properly equipped automobile
. carries a tea basket, ana meals en
:route are quite the proper thing.
There are many picnics planned
-- oyM haafh nnrtlaa nrf nnnulftr What
can be more delightful than ust the
right place, Just the right things to
eat and a perfect moon; the low mur-
mur of the waves making just the ac-
companiment necessary.
Given six girls and six men with
a couple of guitars or mandolins,
cushions and baskets to satisfy the
--Inner man and the result Js apt to be
bliss personified. Of course, there is
always a discreet chaperon or two,
but chaperons nowadays are apt to
fall under the spell of the waves and
moonlight, too, and the saying goes
that there are more engaged couples
resulting from these beach parties
than all the formal affairs could pro-
duce In a year. Maybe that Is why
there Is such a tremendous boom up
there, for If one traces back the be-
ginning of things there Is pretty apt
to be a woman in the case some-
where along the route.
The shops are showing the most
fascinating hampers for picnic
lunches, with baskets and cases ga-
lore, so that one can dine or sup In
ithe very depths of mother nature's
0
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should want to break and
bad to keep.
is the best all round
can have.
read each day The Optic
a purpose to select the
that he may find and then
"lead," will surely get quick
The Want Ad Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
Goose Raiser Finally Found Out Just
Why His Flock Did Not
1 Increase.
The oldest of us can remember be-
ing told that "Little Bopeep lost his
sheep," but as they came home at
last, Bopeep was not so badly off aa
was Bob Vorus, who six years ago
started a goose farm on his mill pond,
near Lumpkin, Georgia.
He knew the value of feathers, and
thought the people would appreciate
the opportunity of obtaining them
near home for making pillows and
beds.
His big mill pond was such a fine
place for them to swim and live and
raise their young in. So be got five
hundred pairs of geese and put them
on his pond.
Their nests were built in the rushes
along Its banks and their melodious
voices reverberated from end to end
of the pond. But they did not in-
crease, according to Bob's notion;
their numbers were diminishing per-
ceptibly.
A dead one could be seen occasion-
ally drifting along the edge of the
bordering rushes. At first Bob thought
it might be minks, otters, skunks,'
foxes, or what not that were destroy-
ing them, but soon found out that It
was alligators for he actually saw
one of the ugly reptiles catch a goose
and pull it under water. Partly eaten
geese would sometimes be found.
HE WAS A DANGEROUS RISK
In These Rushing Days the Pedes-
trian Has No Show at All With
Insurance Company.
Here was a case where it seemed
as if everything was settled. The in-
surance company's doctor had report-
ed that the man seemed to be all
right and the man himself had certi-
fied that he was not engaged in any
dangerous occupation.
"I lead a sedentary life," he told
them. "I wort In an office and we
have no danger or excitement"
"How about sports?" the examiner
asked. "Do you football? Baseball?
Do you box? Do you belong to an
athletic club?"
"No none of that stuff. I guess
I'm a safe risk."
"Do you scorch?"
"What do you mean?"
"Do you drive your car faster than
the speed limit?"
"I have no car."
"What? How do you get about?"
"I walk." .
"Risk refused. A scorcher Is a
dangerous risk, but a pedestrian has
no chance at all. Buy a car, old chap.
Sorry good night!"
Picked Up Here and There.
"It's a shame the way they crowd
these cars. The passengers should
rise up and Insist on getting a
chance to sit down."
"You may send me up the complete
work of Shakespeare, Goethe and Em-
erson also something to read."
"I'd like to dance and I should
dance, only the music puts me out
and the girl gets in my way."
"Yes, her husband robbed her of
every cent she had and just think,
she only married him because she
was afraid of burglars!"
"Hello! Is this the butcher? Well,
you may send me up a roast of beef,
and remember, please, butcher, to
have it rare. That's the only way
my husband can eat it" Boston
Transcript.
Living Portrait of Mark Twain.
A singular story comes from a small
town In Pennsylvania, according to
Harper's Weekly. On April 21, 1910,
a cow was born on a farm near Albur-U- s
at almost the Identical moment
when Mark Twain died at his home in
Connecticut On her right side, out-
lined in dark brown against a snow-whit- e
background, is a profile bust of
that author. The likeness, which was
plain at the birth of the calf, has
grown more and more distinct until
it is now Impossible to fail to identify
the well-know- n features. Naturally,
the cow was named Mark Twain. It
is safe to say that the great humorist
would have appreciated this joke of
Nature at his expense.
Prince's "Pull" Abolished.
According to custom in China the
members of the Imperial family are
above the law. Prince Can-Ch- i has
been doing just as he likes recently,
fortified with this immunity. There
is not a hygienic law that this inter-
esting person has not broken,- and his
great recreation seems to have been
to defy the police. At length to the
endurance of the police there came a
limit and the matter was brought un-
der the notice of the regent, who has
not only abolished the "convention,"
but the prince's recreations also, and
given instructions that In future he
must act as an ordinary citizen, or
stand the consequences.
Training School for Burglars.
An academy where burglary was be-
ing taught on the most approved lines
by experts In the profession was dis-
covered by the police at Berlin lately.
The principal, who was an old convict,
examined each student in the various
branches of the science before grant-
ing the leaving certificate, which was
equivalent to a degree In burglary.
Ia return for their training, board and
lodging, the students were expected
to pay a fixed sum and a percentage
on their profits during the first year
or so after they entered the
His Regular Bleep, and This He Finds
He Must Have at His Reg-
ular Hour.
"One thing that I find I must have,"
said a. man of mature years, "is sleep,
and in order to keep fit and able to
work I must not only have my full
amount of sleep, but I must have it in
my regular sleeping hours.
"When I was a youngster I could
go without sleep, or I could take an
hour or two at any time of the night
and get up (he next morning and go
at it fresh as a daisy, but it isn't so
now. If I cut off an hour or two's
sleep now I am dull next day. Not
until the next day after that, after a
full plght's Bleep, do I come back all
right And even after my full num-
ber ot hours of sleep, if these have
been begun an hour or two later than
usual, with the sleep continued later,
I don't feel chipper; I must have my
full sleep in my regular hours. I ac-
count for this on the supposition that
I now have strength enough to keep
me going through the day ffl good
shape, Just so long and no longer;
if I work or sit up later I overtax
my strength and so make myself cor-
respondingly overtired; and to recov-
er from this I must come back to my
accustomed ways of living."
SAVED FOR FURTHER SERVICE
Good Old Teapot, Precious Relic, Could
Not Be Allowed to Become
Prey of Flames.
The hotel is in flames. Sadly the
guests and servants gaze at the roar-
ing pyre. Suddenly they see the pro-
prietor dash madly in at the blazing
doorway. .
"He has gone to rescue someone!"
they gasp.
Tensely they wait his reappearance.
One minute. Two minutes. Three.
Has he perished in that crackling
furnace?
No! No! See, there he comes,
singed and scorched, but safe.
What is that he carries so carefully
in his arms? It is the hotel teapot,
half-fu- ll of nice black tea.
Cheers rewarded the proprietor for
his noble act of sentiment
For twelve years the teapot has
stood on the back of the kitchen
range, boiling faithfully away For
twelve years it has poured out its life-bloo- d
in response to the calls of the
transient world for drink, and the tea
leaves in its dark old depths will do
for many years to come. NewarkuNews.
Young Girl's Brave Act.
Remarkable bravery and presence
of mind were displayed lately by
Gwennle Franklin, aged 16, of New
York, when she saved two boys from
being burned to death. Half a dozen
youngsters bedecked in war costumes
of Indians were playing around a
"council Are" in a vacant lot when
George McCullough, aged six, got too
close to the fire, and his clothes be-
came Ignited. His brother, Alexan-
der, a year older, tried to beat out the
flames cpd the fire spread to his
clothing. The girl leaning ont of the
window of her home saw the accident,
and the two brothers rolling on the
ground. She ran out of doors, leaped
over a fence and holding first one boy
and then the other, heaped sand over
them till the fire was extinguished.
Both boys were unconscious, but not
seriously injured.
Bees Recognize Man as Friend.'
Charles Potchenick, employed by
the Maverick apiaries near San An-
tonio, Tex., has unusual control over
bees. He handles them with as much
ease as one would in playing with
kittens . or a harmless pet. While
working with them he goes bare-arme- d
and bare-face- d and pays no
attention to the insects as they
crawl over his exposed hands and
arms or pile up in great clumps on
his face. Recently he had a picture
taken holding a small limb in his
teeth on which a swarm bad settled.
The bees formed a kind of long beard
hanging below his waist and his entire
face was covered with those that
crawled from the limb. Old bee keep-
ers say that his feats in handling bees
are the most remarkable in the world.
He claims that he has not been stung
In two years.
Wasted Effort
"I want you to subscribe something
to the fund we are raising for the pur-
pose of giving Senator Bunk a grand
reception when he comes from Wash-
ington. How much shall we put you
down for?"
"Nothing!" J
"Nothing? Why, you must admit
that Senator Bunk has made a great
record In congress. He has succeeded
in making himself, one of the leaders
of the mqst, dignified deliberative
body on earth."
"Yes, but he's got all the offices at
his disposal filled, so what's the user
Chicago Record-Heral-
Chess-Playin- g Automatons.
There have been several automaton
chess players, but It should not be
necessary to say that they were all
worked by the man behind the ma-
chine, or rather, within or under the
machine. At the great fair held In
the Crystal Palace, in London, In
1851. an automaton played the game
beautifully; aud so early as 1753
Baron Von Kempelen of Hungary In-
vented an audroi that was the mar-
vel and wonder of the time. Von
Kempelen went all over Europe with,
his "Turk."
"Knapp" It Was and Drowsy Dele-
gate Proceeded to Live Up to
Cognomen.
During the morning prior to the
opening of the national convention, a
special meeting of those delegates al-
ready arrived was held to discuss and
vote on some preliminary measures.
These met in a smaller hall, vpposlte
the convention ball; and when they
were all assembled In the stuffy room,
one of the members leaned back wear-
ily In his chair and promptly fell
asleep. ,
After an hour's session, the chair-
man called a vote on a certain meas-
ure. All responded but the sleeper,
whose snores now and then echoed
through the room.
"Here! wake that man up!" de-
manded the chairman, at this point
"What's his name, anyway?"
No one being able to tell, and no
one following the chairman's order to
wake the sleeper up, that functionary
at once called upon a ballot clerk to
carry out the order. So accordingly
the clerk hurried down the aisle to
the dozer, shook him vigorously by
the arm, asking Mm his name the
while.
With a broken snore tha perforat-
ed the atmosphere, the sleeper awoke.
"What's his name?" again cajled out
the Impatient chairman.
At this, the clerk straightened up
from the unknown member's chair,
and announced, to the accompaniment
of a roar of laughter.
"Mr. chairman, he says his name la
Knapp." Judge's Library,
STEEL SPECKS IN THE FLOUR
Man of 8cience Announces Gravely
That This Is One of the Causes
of Appendicitis.
Dr. Edred M. Conner of London,
alleges that appendicitis Is due to
white flour. Steel from the mill roll-
ers gets Into the flour. We eat this
minute steel and as it goes round the
bend it shunts off on the blind sid-
ing. In time it stacks up like a culm
heap and Irritation ensues.
A good part of the steel is absorb-
ed, to be sure. That explains why It
Is not found in any of the cases oper-
ated on. But the point is, no doubt,
that more than the nail of
iron allowed to each mortal is taken
in and the body's magnetic equilib-
rium is thereby upset The man who
Invented graham bread died of Indi-
gestion, but if he had drawn a mag-
net through It before baking he would
have removed the steel particles and
might have lived forever.
Tha wise cook today will buy a
small magnet and thoroughly stir her
flour with it before putting in the wa-
ter and yeast. Let her" wipe off the
magnet every little while. The black
specks that adhere are tiny bits of
steel. Bread made in this way may
be eaten without fear of appendicitis.
Soft-Tone- d Brs of China.
The natives of China use large bells
of their own make in many of their
temples and monasteries, writes the
United States consul at Foochow. I
have noticed all through Japan and
China that the tone of the monastery
and temple bells Is very soft and
smooth, due to the superior quality
of the material used in their manu-
facture and to the absence of Iron
clappers, the result being a marvelous
softness and mellowness of tone. The
bells are never swung, being always
suspended In a fixed frame, and the
sound is produced by striking them
on the outer edge with a wooden ma-
llet This makes the soft tones which
are bo delightfully melodious.
Surely Queen of All Hens.
A certain industrious hen, interest-
ed 1b the welfare of Petaluma, Cel.,
has gone so far in her efforts to
spread the renown of the city of eggs
and broilers that she recently placed
four yolks in one shell. Her zealous-nes- s
was discovered by a firm of egg
merchants, Whitcomb & Baker. The
egg waa slightly larger than normal.
It looked like a regular egg until a
candle gave an y view of four
small yolks. A hunt Is still being made
to locate the hen. In the same ship-
ment were a number of other eggs
containing two yolks, but the egg
with the four yolks is said to break all
records.
Radium Breezes for Gout,
Radium laden breezes are the very
latest thing in the treatment of gout
One of the papers read at the Ger-
man Medical congress wee on the ap-
plication of radium in the aerial state.
Radium "emanatoria" have been estab-
lished In Berlin and at Bad Homburg,
and now Ems la to have one. A spe-
cies apparatus In which radium is
placed In a current of air is fixed in a
room and all the patients have to do
Is to sit in the-roo- and talk or read
newspapers, or play draughts; the rc
dlum In solution in the air does the
rest and affects the blood through the
lungs. This treatment is especially rec-
ommended for all gouty ailments.
Question Too Personal.
"I had a mighty queer surprise this
morning," remarked a local stock
broker. , "I put on my last year's
suit and in one of the trousers' pock-
ets I found a big roll of bills which
I had entirely forgotten."
"Were any of them receipted?"
asked a listener who seemed to be a
pessimist.
And the temperature dropped Im-
mediately to a point where every-
body felt comfortable
0
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CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, July 5. Cattle Receipts HEATBEAR OPERATORS
a 3 a iv
HEAVY SELLING MOVEMENT BY
THEM CAUSES SHARP BREAK
IN PRICES
New York, July 5. Bear operators
sold stocks heavily this morning in
the Expectation thajt the continued
hot weather would inflict heavy dam-
age to crops. Prices broke sharply
at first but the market eooa grew
steadier and recovered part of its
losses. The decline of four points in
Canadian Pacific and of lesser
amounts in the Erie issues was ex
plained as being due to the official
denial by the head of the Canadian
line that It was to obtain control of
the Erie. Reverses from the low level
became more extended during the sec
ond hour, Canadian Pacific rallying
1H points and other stocks a half
three-fourth- s of a point Aotlvity,
however, 'gradually diminished as the
rise proceeded. Last sales follow:
Amalgamated Copper... ..V. ... 67V4
American Beet Sugar. .......... 60V4
Atchison ...110
Great Northern pfd.... ..134
Northern Pacific ......132
Reading 157
Southern Pacific ...120
Union Pacific 185
United States tfteel 77
United States Steel pfd 118,
WOOL, MARKET DULL
Boston, July 5. The uncertainty
over tariff legislation at Washington
is ascribed by traders as the pr!n:i-pa- l
reason for the dullness ot the
wool market during the past week.
Business has been confined to retail
lots for actual needs. Prices have
remained practically unchanged but
with a slightly lower tendency. Many
of the mills are shut down. Sales
of Ohio fine unwashed wool of the
new clip in sample lots are reported
at 21 cents, and unwashed Delaine
at 25 cents. A lot of 20,000 pounds
of Michigan threeighths sold at 25
cents today.
20,000. Market steady. Beeves $4.90
6.85; Texas eteers $4.606.10;
western steers $4.755.90; stockers
and feeders $3.355.50; cows and
heifers $2.355.90; calves $6.00(3
8.00.
Hogs Receipts 27,000. Market dull
5 to 10 cents lower. Light $6.35(0-6.85- ;
mixed $6. 3506.85; heavy $6.30
6.80; rough $6.306.45; good to
choice heavy $6. 456.80; pigs $6.00
6.60; bulk of sales 6.556.75.
Sheep Receipts 25,000. Market
weak to 10 cents loewr. Native $2.60
4.65; western $3.004.65; year-
lings $4.405.30; lambs, native $4.25
7.40; western $4.757.40.
KANSA8 CITY LIVE, STOCK
Kansas City, July 5. Cattle Re-
ceipts 25,000. Market steady to 10
cents lower. Stocbers and feeders 25
cents lower. Native eteers $4.80
6.65; southern steers $3.755.50;
southern cows and heifers $2.60
4.50; native cows and heifers $2.25
6.25; stockers and feeders $3.00
E.00; bulls $3.004.65; calves $3.50
6.25; western eteers $4.506.00;
western cows $2. 75 4. 75.
Hogs Receipts 28,000. Market 5
to 10 cents lower. Bulk of sales $6.45
6.60; heavy $6.456.55; packers
and "butchers $6.506.65; lights $6.40
6.60.
Sheep Receipts 10,000. Market
steady. Muttons $3. 50. 50; lambs
$6.007.25; fed wethers and year-
lings $4. 00 5. 00; fed western ewes
$3.004.00.
NEW YORK METALS
New York, July 5. Standard cop-
per weak; spot and September $12.15
12.25; lead dull. $4.454.50; bar
silver, 62 7--8 cents.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
St. Louis, July 5. Wool-Mark- et
steady. Territory and western me-
diums 1719 fine mediums 16
17; fine 1114.
Common sense pays steady divi-
dends to the few;i who
"
always show
it
?:i fit' :
BASEBALL NOTES
Wichita has taken over the Welling-
ton franchise In the Kansas State
leagu.
The-- tiopttinsville team has a big
lead in the Kitty league and is going
strong. - - - , -
The , Western league teams have
locked Des Moines in the cellar and
t;..iown the key away.
The Roanoke team ia crowding Nor
folk at the top of the list in the Vir-
ginia league struggle.
The Reading and Trenton teams are
having a merry battle for the honors
m the Tri-Stat- e league.
Rockford and Green Bay are put
ting up a great fight for first place
iu the Wisconsin-Illinoi- s league.
It, looks like a toss-u- p between
Lowell," Worcester and Lawrence for
the muslin in the New; England
League.
The Hattiesburg team, of the Cot
ton States league, has a pair of swell
performers in Outfielder Smith and
Pitcher Eaton. "
If Calgary can keep up its present
fast clip, the team will' be hard to
beat for the Western .Canada league
pennant. J
Piqua has a regul j6a.ll flayer in
First Baseman Riehl. He Is a clever
fielder and leads the Ohio State league
in batting.
Major league scouts- are on the trail
of Pitcher Cullop of the Knoxvllie
team in the Appalachian league. Cul
lop has quite ah assortment ot fancy
floaters.
The Connecticut league will finish
the season with six teams In the cir-
cuit on account ot Northhampton and
Holyoke catching cold In the feet,
and quitting the pastime.
Frank Arellanes, formerly of the
Boston Red Sox, who frankly admits
that he is the; handsomest man in the
Pacific Coast league, is twisting 'em
over for. the Sacramento club.
Catcher "Hiokory" Johnson and
Pitcher Joe Willis, of the Decatur
Three-- I league team, are booked to
eat in the big league hotels so 'tis
said. McGraw wants Johnson and
the Cubs are after Willis.
It made grandfather smile the other
day, when he read about Jake Beckley
getting seven hits In a double-heade- r.
He said it made him think of his kid
days, when he used to watch Jake
bust the fence. "Old Eagle Eye" is
managing the Hannibal Central as
sociation team. '
A MEASURE OF MERIT
East Las Vegas Citizens Weigh Well
This Evidence
Proof of merit lies in the evidence.
Convincing evidence in East Las
Vegas.
Is not the testimony of strangers,
But the endorsement of East Las
Vegas people.
That's the kind of proof given
here
The statement of an East Las. Ve-
gas citizen. '
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 325. Railroad Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. M aay: "In
1902 a member of our household gave
a public statement in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills and confirmed it In Jan-
uary, 1907. This person thinks as
highly of Doan's Kidney Pills now as
ever. This remedy brought complete
relief from kidney trouble, which was
evidenced by pains in the back and
other annoying difficulties. We have
procured Doan's Kidney Pills at the
Center Block Pharmacy andj have
been so greatly benefited by them
that we can speak highly in their
favor."
Sold and guaranteed by druggists
evervwhere and in East Laa Vegas by
O. G, Schaefor
Those Who Take Foley Kidney PIMs
For their kidney and bladder ail
ments, and for annoying urinary ir-
regularities are always grateful both
fni th nnfok ' and permanent relief
they 'afford, and for their tonic and
strengthening effect as well. Try
Fnier, Kldnev Pills. 6., G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.'
A woman isn't necessarily 60 be
cause she talks life it.'
The uniform success that has at
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
made it a favorite everywhere. It can
always be depended upon. For sale
by all druggists.
.' But ha laughs best who doesn't
hattutha laugh on Mm. . ..
"Sprains require careful treatment.
keepr- - quiet anl apply Chamberlain's
Liniment freelyV It will remove the
soreness and quickly restore the parts
to a healthy condition. For sale by
all druggists.
The brave deserve the fail" after
OUT MORAN IN
13T1I ROUND i
AMERICAN CHAMPION WON AF
'TER HARD FIGHT WITH THE
BRITISHER
San Franci6co, July 5. Ad Wolgast
is 'the premier lightweight fighter of
the world. He successfully defended
his title yesterday afternoon in one
of the hardest battles of his career.
when he knocked out Owen Moran,
British champion, in the 13th round
oi a proposed battle. Jack
Welch was the referee.
It wou'd be hard to find a more
closely matched pair than the cham--l
ion and challenger. Less than half
a pound was their difference in
weight. In condition there was naught
to choose between them. Neither
had the slightest trouble in making
the weight, 133 pounds, just before
taejt entered the ring.
There was little change in the bet
ting before the battle. Wolgast re-
mained a top heavy favorite at 10 to
6, with plenty of Moran supporters iu
evidence when they found that the ex- -
peoted drop to 2 to 1 did not take
place. Small wagers were made at
10 to 9 that Moran would be on his
feet at the end of twenty rounds.
Wolgast began to plan future
matches before he entered the ring.
He declared he had been offered more
money for a bout with Packey Mc-
Farland than a lightweight ever
drew. He refused to name the pro-
moter of the match, but said McFar
land had greed to make 133 pounds
four hours before the fight and that
could he get the concessions he de
manded in regard to the fight pic-
tures he would accept the offer.
The fight by rounds; .
Kound l. Wolgast starts with a
clinch, lands first blow with left hook
to Jaw as they break ground a series
of clinches with Wolgast having the
better of the argument.
Round 2. Wolgast again starts with
clinches. Moran upper-cut- s him twice
as he comes in. Moran gets first
blood. Moran's round.
Round 3. Wolgast plays for the
stomach. Moran clinches. Wolgast
has black eye. Moran is coming hard
about even. ' v
Round 4. Wolgast puts hard left be
tween the eyes, Moran plays to the
stomach. Wolgast Is landing dam
aging blows to the head and body at
his ease. Referee warns against the
rough work.
Round 5. Wolgast rocks Moran
with three uppercuts to the Jaw
Moran comes back strong. - Wolgast
is reaching Moran's jaw with great
frequency.
Round 6. Moran lands twice on
mouth. .Both men are fighting vie
lously. Moran having slightly the bet
ter so far.
Round 7. Wolgast starts furious
rally with uppercuts to head and
swings to body getting Moran in
corner and hammering him repeated-
ly. Wolgast round.
Round 8. Moran lands to the jaw
Wolgast is ripping in body punches,
galore both men are tied.
Round 9. Wolgast Is still playing
for the body. Moran lands on his jaw
ai will but seems unable to stop him
Moran weaker of the two at gong.
Round 10. Both land to head then
close in and fight like fiends, Wol
gast almost rushes Moran through
ropes fighting furious at bell.
Round 11. Moran is fighting hard
but seems to be weakening. Wolgast
is coming at him hard. Wolgast has
much the best of it at the bell.
Round 12. The Englishman stalls
repeatedly in this round, backin?
away from the onslaughts of the
champion, who seems determined to
end the' Eghti "i ' ;
r it rnind 1 gag rushes . Moran
to thfe'Towes early in tne round. Mor- -
' !f ...
as-"nbre- a after a brief space: or
fighting and is sent down and but for
Uhe count. 1
4-- WITH THE BOXERS
Johnny Moran, the actor-fighte- r, is
anxious to clash with Al Delmont.
Dick Nelson is on his way to his
eld home in Denmark, but expectilto
return in September. J j j 'The lid has been clapped down,' ott
the boxing game in East CUcago.i,Too
many promoters spoiled the) fneal
ticket. '
"Man works from sun to sun,"
quoted the Wise Guy, "but woman's
work la never done." "And some
times It Isn't even commenced." ad
MATCHFORTHB
MAROONS
LOCALS FATTEN AVERAGES fey
WINNING FOURTH OF JULY
GAME 10 TO 3
The Maroons celebrated Independ-
ence Day by swamping the Wagon
Mound baseball aggregation by a
score of 10 to 3. The game was Wi-
tnessed by the largest, crowd, .that, has
visited Amiusemient park this .year.
Luckily the Wagon Mound bunch did
nof go up in the' air until the last
half of the eighth inning and the game
was close enough to keep the fans
sastified until that time.
"Indian" Smith was In the box for
the Maroons. He pitched a creditable
but by no means a wonderful game,
holding the Wagon Mound team,' to
five hits and striking out twelve bat-
ters. Smith's spit ball and chutes
were not working good yesterday be-
cause. It is said, the wind, which blew
across the diamond, Interfered with
the curves. if
Van Houten. the Shoemaker rahch
man, was on the ftteitJiii(undfor
Wagon Mound. ' For six innings he
held the Maroons to few ,cores. frhe
locals were not puzzled by his deliv
ery but the slim pftcb.er,jut 'gome- -
thing on the ball that-ma- de it almost
impossible to 'hit it into safe terri
tory. Van Houten, however, has not
appeared in baseball togs for several
years, according to his story, and his
arm went back on him. Allsworth, a
husky looking chap with a "school
house" out-curv- e, succeeded Van Hou
ten in the seventh. In the eighth he
got his bumpings. The Maroons'. be-
gan bunting and the Wagon Mound
boys went up in the air. They threw
the ball wild and seemed unable to
retire the hitters. Three safe drives
were1 mixed up in the melee and when
the slaughter stopped six Maroons
had scored.
The Wagon Mound boys put up a
creditable game. When the Maroons
decided to pile up scores, however,
they were unable to stem the tide.
Had the locals gone after Van Houten
with as much determination as they
did Allsworth there is ho telling' what
the score might have been.. The farm
ers were especially strong at short,
second and third, their infield pulling
off some pretty plays that brought
forth much applause.
j. uoraon smitn, editor of i the
Wagon Mound Pantagraph, was gen-
eralissimo of the fanners. He issued
orders to the players and their Suc-
cess during the greater part 'of' the
game is said to be due to the fact ihat
the orders were not strictly followed.
The story of the performances of
the various players is contained , in
the box score and summary, wbich
follow: j.
Wagon Mound AB! R. H. PO. A. E.
Sine, 2b. 4 o 0 ' 2
Roybal, If. ct... ..4' d o 0
Peppin, ss ..2 0
Robinson, 2b. . . ..3 1
Allsworth, cf. p., ..4 0 i 1
J. Stirret, c' ..4 1 3 0
Van Houten, p. . ?.3 0
B. Stirrett, lb. . .J.f A 1 .12
McEwan, rf. ... ?, o.o 0
Sanchez, If. . . . , ;r'oao .,o
To,al3 ' m&Jlu.
Maroons ,AB. R. H. PO .AiK
Schoeny, cf. .'rf 1 2 1 0 0
Wilson, 2b .5 0 2 5
Ellis, If 4 o 0 0
Martin, c 4
Lock hart, ss
..12 4 1 1 1
Angel, lb i p i .2 2
Smith, p ,V 2 i ;o 4 0
PadiUa, rf. j': 2 0 0 0
Ettinger, lb 3 1 0 8 1 2
Totals
....34 10 14 27, J 2 6
Score by innings:. - . js-- k1 2 R f'.a
'".7
."j ' v7Wagon Mound ..0 1 (TIG 0 0J)J. .3.Las' Vegas 0 2 V0 0 1 1 6 x-- 10
Snmmnrv- - Vq --nn tS m"UVU 1 UU UttS VP
gas tfTfiifc h&(h ? 3B?
Schoeny, Smith, Padilla. Sacrifice
hits Robinson, Smlth,-FaW- ar Et
tinger. Hit by pitcher PeODin. 2.
Martin. ' Double plays Roybal to Sine
to B. Stirret; PeppintoB. Stirrett
J. Stirret. Innings pHched-lb-y Van
Houten 2, by Allswor bV Smith
9. Hits off Van TTniith intr "aik,.w v, pu tAltD'
worth 6, off Smith 5. Bases 'onfalls
off Van Houten 1, off Smith 1.
Struck out fcv Van IToutin 1 hv ah"
worth 3, by Smith IK 'Wild pitch
Allsworth. Passed balls J. Stirrett
Martin. Time of game 1:50. J Um
pire Duncan. 5 - ' f jf ;
'For'summer diarrhoea, n children al
ways eive Chamberlain's CnUr Chn.
era and Diarrhoea Remi1 and naatnr
ou,. ana a speedy cure is certain. For
sate by. all druggists.--."'f- t ;i t. ;
UP CROPS
QUOTATIONS IN THE GRAIN MAR- -
KET RISE TO HIGH FIGURES
AS A RESULT
Chicago, July 5. A continuance of
withering heat over the corn belt was
reflected in an excited corn market to-
day, the market selling early to an
extieme advance of 4 cents a uusli-e- l
ts compared with Uijf previous
close on Saturday. Buying orders
flooded the pit and quotations varied
as much as 2 cents in different pa'ts
at the opening. July corn closed Sat-
urday att 61 cents and advanced to
65 cents today. September rose to 66
cents, compared with the previous
close at 62 cents. Oats shared in the
excitement, advancing an extreme 2Vi
conts. 'A private telegram from Kan-
sas City says: "Temperatures Satur
day and Sunday in the fields were
from 106 to 115 degrees. Privato ad-
vices from all over the corn belt teil
the same story." Oklahoma is burned
to a crisp; Kansas is scorched from
one end to the other..
It Is reported here that implement
retailers have cancelled many orders.
The best known of the crop experts
here leporl that the condition of oats
and hay is the poorest ever known.
, Wheat was affected chiefly on the
buJge in the coarse grains. Reports
of excesrive heat in Russia added to
ihe discouragement of the bears. Sei
tember started at 90 to 91 cent3,
a gain of to 1 cents, and rose to
91 cents.
Provisions sympathized with the
advance of cereals, but receded on ac-
count of an extraordinary increase
shown in the world's lard supply.
First sales were unchanged to 7
cents higher, with September delivery
at $15.95 for pork, $8.45 to $8.47 for
lard and $8.62 to $8.65 for ribs.
The dyspeptic isn't always pious
just because he is crusty.
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MIt. TAFT'S ECONOMY
The retrenchment policy Inaugu-
rated by President Taft when he as-
sumed his office over a year ago is
bearing good fruit. Reports from
Washington show that the federal
treasury bow has on hand the great-
est surplus ever known in the history
of the republic, while practically all
departments of the government have
made substantial gains in receipts
over disbursements. The federal fis-
cal year closed July 1, and while the
reports are not all complete enough
Is known to warrant hearty congratu-
lations for those responsible for the
Bhowing ot governmental economy.
While it is impossible to form an
exact idea of federal finances from
the meager figures given out to the
newspapers, it 4s easy to understand
that in the last twelve months the
government received from all sources
$10,000,000 more than had been ex-
pected, and spent $056,000,000,
about $6,000,000' less than planned.
For the first time, also, the internal
revenue and customs receipts were
about equal.
Among the important items of ex-
penditure last were. $175,000,.
000 for the ' civil service; $161,000,-00- 0
for the anniy; $120,000,000 for
the navy; $31,00,000 for the Irv
dians; $158,000,000 for pensions;
$37,000,000 for the Panama canal,
end $21,000000 for Interest on the
public debt. The treasury has on
hand $1,800,000,000 in cash. In
every way this Is the best showing
of the government in four years and
when one remembers that the Taft
administration took charge at a time
when extravagance in all departments
was the rule and not the exception,
the result of a single year of real
governmental economy is' given
vivid demonstration.
..... One of the charges made by the
democratic leaders under the Roose-
velt administration was that vast
sums of public moneys were wasted
through the caprice of that executive.
That Roosevelt was wasteful and
reckless in appointing commissions
and specail officers cannot be denied.
Whatever may be said for the ulti-
mate result of this policy the fact
remains that it was highly expensive
and gave justification to the demo-
cratic charges. When Taft became
president he recognized the justice
of these critkrjsms and set to work
earnestly; to institute a reform. In
two years he has; turned the ; whole
ejystem of pv,ermental. expenditures
into a business-lik- e and economical
organization, andthe most jconspicu-pu- s
item to his credit is the fact that
kor the first time in history the post-bffic- e
department has actually paid"
Expenses, has a email balance to its
account In eummlng up the achieve-
ments of the Taft administration one
of Its best assets, although perhaps
not its greatest one, will be the re-
markable showing in the matter of
economical handling of government
business.
HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound will do it.
E. M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St, Chi-
cago, writes: "I have been greatly
troubled during the hot summer
months with hay fever and find that
by using Foley's Honey and '.Tar Con
ound I get great relief." Many others
who suffer similarly will be glad to
benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
JULY CLEAN SWEEP SALE
IS NOW ON IN FULUJBLAST
1-- 5 TO 2 IFF
I U
Sweeping Reductions in All Departments-Nothi- ng
Held In Reserve
AS EiADVERTIS
life
WE DO
THE STORE OF GtUALITY'
E. Las Vegas .
515-5- 17 RAILROAD AVE. OPPOSITE CASTANEDA
"!';,;,r""' i'!. : ,f.
3- 1 .
l 1 , (
f -ded tli Simple Mug. facing the powder. " ' '
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SANEOBSERVAIE PASSING OF'TIIEPERSONALS ,The frescripjionlst HEAD LiriERS
EUGENIO ROMERO
CONTINUES AS
PRESIDENT r r
.7. L .
- Mr. . and-Mr- s. Virgil Wolfe hava
A-HOWARD WArCHE5gone to Denver for a visit.
OF FOURTH IN
LAS VEGAS-
-
i
ARMYHARDTACI
BREADINSTEAD
Sam Pate of Rowe spent the Fourth
visiting friends In Las Vegas. itM. R. MacEwan of Shoemaker w.'is
& visitor In this city yesterday. '
A. B. Robertson of Albuquerque was NO, LONGER WILL SOLDIERS'
here yesterday to visit friends.
C. C. Ferris was among the Wagon
IT WAS ONE OF QUIETEST NATAL
DAY ANNIVERSARIES IN
'CITY'S HISTORY
Las Vegas yesterday experienced
(QORHAM SILVER
HAWKES' GLASS
PICKARD CHINA
BOWDEN RINGS
Best known on the Jewelry Stage
"
' AT
TAUPBRT'S
LAS VEGAS GRANTyj BOARD RE-
ELECTS VETERAN 'MEMBER ', "
UPON REORGANIZING.
By a unanimous vote of the mem-
bers of the new board of trustees of
vThe man who doe the '
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filiing.Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
LIVES BE SAVED BY A BIT OF
8TAFF OF LIFE
Washington, July 5. Year by year
Mound people who celebrated here
yesterday.
District Attorney Charles W. G, the qwetest Independence Day in theWard went yesterday to Mora on a History. But one minor accident oc
the pride and panoply of war de-
crease. The "smoke of battle" has
roiled away from the last field of
business trip.
Mrs. A. Kline left last night for an curred;
there were no fights or other
disturbances, and Police Judge D. R.
Murray was called upon to sentence
carnage now that smokeless powderextended visit with friends and rela
the Las Vegas land grant at its first
meeting, held Monday afternoon,
Don Eugenio Romero was chosen
president of that body. K. D. Goodall
was elected vice president and E. G.
Murphey treasurer. No action was
has come into use. The courier whotives in New York state. but one over-indulg- in intoxicants touches his cap with an heroic "I'llMr. and Mrs. Vincent Trader und
when he came down to his office thisMrs. Truder's sister, Miss Anna Tully,
morning.WINTERS DRUG CO. taken toward the election of a secre--spent the Fourth In Santa Fe. The stores closed at noon an.lW. L. Devine, the Watrous merchant,
Phone Main 3 visited friends in this city yesterday
tary and a legal adviser. Frank Roy,
the present secretary, and Louis C.
Ilfeld, attorney, will continue In of-
fice for the present.
and attended the dance last night,
everybody who did not go to the
baseball game at Amusement park
either stayed at home and imagined
the calendar man had slipped two
C. M. O'Donel, manager of the Be'l
ranch, Is in the city looking aftor Clarence Iden was selected as
auditor and will go over the books ofbusiness affairs. He arrived toda. Sundays Into one week or went for
an outing in the hills. Every vehic!- -the secretary and treasurer, covering
try, sir," when asked to carry impor-
tant orders across the bullet swept
field, is too slow and too uncertain
in these days whe every army
strings telephones as fast as it moves.
And now another picturesque feat-
ure of army life is to go. What school-ho- y
does not remember the soldier
who, stopping a moment in his work
of mowing down the enemy to nibble
a piece of hardtack, found the morsel
carried away by a bullet? Any young
student of .American history can tell
you what happened then. Hurriedly
thrusting the remaining crumbs In his
mouth so as not to lose them, the sol
NORMAL RECITAL M. A. Van Houten, the prominent the transactions of the board during !that could display four good wheelsShoemaker man, accompanied by Mrs
was in use and the streets wereVan Houten, spent the Fourth in the past two lyears. No special meet-
ing was called and the board likely
IFdDlR BALE
One of the newest prettiest, most modern five-roo- m homes on
he hill. Three full lots, cement sidewalks in front and in
the yard.
Prico $2,500
Part Cash, Balance on Time
Let us show you.
(
The Investment and Agency Corporation
REAL ESTATE LOANS FIRE INSURANCE
thronged with autos and buggies.Las Vegas.PLEASED BIG On the West side an old-tim- ewill not convene again until the next
Fourth of July celebration was held,
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Northwood and
S. R. Northwood of Wagon Mound
were among the rooters at the base
regular session, which will be on the
first Monda in August. This was attended by hundreds 3i
people. The Greater Las VegaB bandMr. Romero has been acting asAUDJENCE ball game yesterday afternoon. played during the morning, afternoonpresident of the board since the resigMiss Martha B. Reed, daughter of dier calmly rammed home anotherand evening In the afternoon sacMr. and Mrs. W. T. Reed, has return
races, foot races, fat and lean races,
nation of Jefferson Raynolds sev-
eral months ago. Mr. Romero has
been a member of the board since Its
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC, ASSIST ed from Navoo, 111., where she had
been attending St. Mary's academy.ED BY LOCAL TALENT, REN
DERED FINE PROGRAM organization and is thoroughly acL. Woodbury, S. G. Taylor and M.
potato raecs and other
amusements were enjoyed. The
crowd was not inclined to disperse
early and the plaza was still thronged
when the band quit playing at 10
Paltenghe, prominent Wagon Moun.1 quainted with the duties to be ac-
complished by it. His selection as
president was a wise move upon the
men, were here yesterday to see theSuch a high standard has been set
ty the entertainments given at the ball game and celebrate the Fourth. o'clock.part of the trustees. The trusteesHarrison D.- Burrall,' who has charge Three hundred and three adultsNormal University during the past have all furnished bond and qualified
end fifty children attended the big
of the United States forest service
planting station near El Porvenlr, for service.several months that the announce-
ment, that the department of music,
bullet.
Well, such Incidents will not be pos-
sible in future United States history.
Hardtack has 'outlived its usefulness,
along with chain armor and epears.
Major General W. H. Carter, In an
official report on field bread experi-
ments conducted by Captain L. D. Hoi-broo-
practically banishes this one
time staff of life of the Boldier.
The only part that hardtack will oc-
cupy in the soldier's subsistence will
be as an emergency ration while
troops are on a forced march or are
cut ' off from the base of supplies.
Even then it will be possible In most
cases to supply troops with the new
field bread. In all the movements of
picnic In the Hot Springs carfyon.was here yesterday to spend the day
assisted by local talent, would give a NOTICEW. C. Reid,, a prominent Roswell
recital last Monday evening drew Department of Territorial Engineer.lawyer, is In Las Vegas visiting his
They enjoyed a happy day among the
trees. Athletic contests of all kinds
were indulged In and a monster pic-
nic dinner was served. The picnic
was planned by the students of the
large audience. Normal hall was fill No. of Application 540.
J RETAIL PRICES
"J 2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery 20o per 109 Iba,
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery 25o per 100 Ibe,
200 Ibe. to 1,000 Ibe Each Delivery S0o per 100 Ibe.60 Ibe. to 200 Ibe Each Delivery 40o per 100 Ibe.Less Than 60 lbs Each Delivery 6O0 per 100 Ibe,
AGUAPURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las VegasFamous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, April 14, 1911.
wife and baby, who are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Iden for the sum- -
1
mer.
ed to capacity and many additional
seats were placed In the room for the Notice is hereby given that on the
Normal summer school, who attend2nd day of March, 1911, in accordaccommodation of persons who wished Paul Sherman, division accountant ed in large numbers, together withto hear the music. for the, Santa Fe, has returned from the faculty and students at the coun
ance with Section 20, Irrigation Law
of 1907, John S. Fox of Sanchez,
County of San Miguel, Territory of
Miss Llva Llchty, head of the de Topeka, where he went a short time ty institute. The Methodist, Prespartment of vocal music and art; Miss ago on acocunt of the death of a byterian, Christian and Baptist Sun-New Mexico, made application to theGrace Greenwood Cline, instructor of relative.
the maneuver division the subsistence
department has been able to supply
the troops with either fresh or field
dav schools joined the party. The afI errttorial Engineer of New MexicoMiss Nell Batchelor will re:arnmandolin and guitar; and Miss Mar
guerite Cluxton, head of ,Ahe depart
fair was such a success that the
Normal people were warmly Congratsthis evening from Sallna, Kan., whe--
e for a permit to appropriate from tbe
public waters of the Territory of New bread.ment of Instrumental music, were the she has been visiting friends sinci. ulated and urged to make the picnic All sorts of possible situations wereMexico.faculty memtyers who (appeared on Such appropriation is to be made an annual Fourth of July occurrence.
The special train left the Santa Fe
created with the view of determining
whether the bakeries could turn out
completing her year's work In 'ho
music department of the Kansas
state normal in Emporia.
the program. They were assisted by
Miss May Ross, reader; R. R. Larkln,
from Mestano arroyo tributary to LAS VEGASstation at 9 a. m.. and returned In their field bread under actual war conCanadian at a point 22 degrees, 20
the afternoon at 4:30 o'clock. ditions In quantities sufficient to supminutes west, 600 feet from halfbasso; and the Las Vegas Male quar-tette composed of Messrs. Guy, En-
gland, Baker and George Smith.
ply a division. And not once,, it isThe Albuquerque Grays defeated An Immense crowd attended the
game between Wagon Mound and the stated, were either the bakeries 6f
corner between Secton'31, Township
16 North, Range 24 East, by means of
diversion and storage and 30.48 cubic
feet per second, and or 360 acre feet
Santa Fe on the latter's home grounds
yesterday before an immense crowd.
The audience was so well pleased the field bread found wantAng. It
; " n HlS VICINlTX-ha- a a climate of unsurpassed healthfulness wit
,
VI out extremes of heat or cold, haTlng nearly S00 days
sunshine In the year.
Maroons at Amusement park. The
receipts at the gate were about
$145. In the evening everybody went
The score was 4 to 0. Rube Weeks, was found also that fle'd bread could
be transported with less trouble thans to be conveyed to Section 29, The water aupply Is abundant and pure, furnished by
with the performances of those who
were on the program that all were
compelled to respond to encores, which
they did graciously. Mis Cluxton
was first to appear. Her playing, as
mou; xorTownship 16 North, Range 24 East, hardtack.to the baseball benefit dance at the
armory. This was a jolly affair, the
who pitched 'for the Grays, allowed
two hits and struck out fourteen men.
Albuquerque got ten hits oft "Doc"
McCarthy. The Grays have played
by means of pipe line and reservoir While field bread was originally de
streams or irom weiu of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amount! to nearly 19 inchee, average,and there used for Irrigation of 159 floor being in fine condition and cov-
ered with dancers, the music excel signed as the "second in line of deusual, was delightful. She appeared acres. fense,' in army rations, some of thelent and the decorations pretty.twenty games and have won fourteen.Their, percentage is .700. The Territorial Engineer will taketwice on the program. The malequartette sang "When You and I Were
ring principally in July and August.
; The soil is highly fertile ani easy of working, being g
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lande here are lower in price than we know of anywhei.
this application up for consideration After expenses have been paid nearly
$100 will remaini to be distributedYoung" and responded with a humor on the 13th of July, 1911, and all per
officers and men expressed a prefer-
ence for it as a regular diet ovor
fresh bread. It is described In the
official report sent to the . war de
nartment by General Carter as "loave
Notice that a cash prize of $200ous encore. The quartette Is made up among the players of the Maroons
who are not upon a regular salary.
sons who may oppose the granting of
the above application must file theirhad been awarded him by the Ameri
There was less discharging of excan Medical association was received objections substantiated with affj
plosives during' the day and of firelavits with the Territorial Engineer
of fine porous structure, with a thick
crust, sweeter than ordinary fresh
yesterday by Clarence Batchelor. son
of Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor of and cop(y with applicant on or before works at nisht than is usual on the
Fourth. This feature of the day washis ciuy. The prize was for the best bread and of excellent keeping quali-
ties." With no special effort field
bread can be kept fresh under ordin
six cartoons on the subject of pubi;.- - appreciated by everybody and had a
that date.
CHARLES D. MILLER,
Territorial Engineer.
July 5, 12, 19, 26.
health. Mr. Batchelor is rapidly tak xeat deal to do with the scarcity ot
ary conditions for a week or ten days.ing a foremost place among the
younger cartoonists of the west.
accidents. Cap pistols were nuie m
evidence.
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crope are principally alfalfa, oata, wheat, potatoes, corn and tor--
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically. Is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arcea surrounding
the city la now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality Is quarried
nearby. ..j . , ;.- -, .
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grat-
ing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
raising is a profitable business.
. r A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National Forest,
with Its grand scenery. Its trout streams and big game.
0 Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekTers.
DE VARGAS FETE SUCCESS
George, dear, just one more quesSanta Fe, N. M., July 5. Ideal
of four of the best isingers In the city
and its singing would be a credit to
8 professional organizations
Miss Cllne's mandolin solo, "The
Serenade" demonstrated her ability
as a musician and the appreciation
showed by the audience means that
the mandolin is again coming Into
popularity. Miss Llchty and Mr. Guy
sang "O That We Two Were Maying"
and responded to an encore. J. C.
Baker, with his pleasing baritone
voice, appeared at his best In Roil
On, Thou Deep and Dark Blue Ocean,"
and R. R. Larkin, who , sang "The
Bandolero" furnished one of the most
pleasing vocal solos of the evening.
By no means the least enjoyable
features of the program were the two
readings by Miss May Ross, who re-
cited' ''Confessions" by A. Conan
A marriage license was granted this weather, brightest of sunshine, Mues: Frank Revell,tion and I promise not to bother youany more during the game," she
pleaded.
morning at the court house to Fran if skies, the atmosphere cool And fra
cises, Garduno and Pedro Marquez, grant because of the gentle breet.ea CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
"Well, what Is It now?" askedboth residents of San Miguel. - The wafted from the nearby mountains
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds ofmarriage will occur in San Miguel George impatiently.greeted the pagant held here yester
Tell me why the catcher wearsday, commemorating the entrance of Building job Work a Specialty.soon. Mr. Marquez was at one time
probate Judge of San Miguel county. Phone Main 336. Opposite Otrtlo.Don Diego de Vargas Into SanU Fo that funny wire thing on his face?",
In 1692. The pageant was a bril Id AOh, sometimes the catcher gets
liant success, a notable achievemoir mad at the umpire's decision."A .handsome electric runabout, the for those who conceived It and whoseirst car of its kind to be brought "What has that to do with it?"
"Some day he might get too madto Las Vegas, is being tried out ry hard work was responsible for the
happy culmination of the events of and bite the umpire, and as they don'tMrs. Charles Ilfeld. The machine Is
ideal for a woman's use. the day. want that, to harjpen they muzzle
him." Detroit Free Press. San Miguel National Bank
Doyle and "Miss Civilization" by
Rlchiard Htfding Davis. Miss Ross
was at her 'best. She is an elocution-
ist and Is especially good at depict-
ing characters. In her regular num-
bers' and encores Miss Ross chose se-
lections in which several character's
SUNDAY SCHOOL OF METHODS.
Asbury Park, N. J., July 5. The Guest (after a particularly bad
lunch) There is one thing on yourannual school of methods of the NewJersey Sunday School association met table which Is unsurpassed in tne tin- -dyspepsia here today and will remain in sessionappeared. So cleverly did she handle est hotels in London. ,for one week. The materials of a re OapHal PaldhA J. M. CUNNINGHAM, Pmldaat, ' 'these that those who heard her saw Seaside Hotel Proprietor Very kind SurplusEds Ugas FRANK SPR1NOER. Vic PrMldeot, Ibefore them vivid mental pictures of ligious education, worship; in Sundayschools, the relation of the home to of you to say eo, sir. May I ask what tioo.ooa.oa D, T. HOSKINS, Cubltr ' II ttOJIOO.OOtbe scenes and prsoiia-wh.peare- di and Diseases of theStomaxh a.nd Intestines3 may be speedily. 4rtelieved" and in a
f short time ;pntirery- removed by a
sa found absolutely,harmless remedy,
recommended by the medical pro- -
you refer to? "v.;'.religious education and the Issues of V:):The Highland Wrife wae.dftnoed tf Guest The salt I tohuon Opinion. x ! I i it .jhe recent unday; school convention
xne gins ana; soys ., in;, hm1? y"" in San Francisco are among the sub
'Won't you join our party? We wantGreenlee's class. .The childrenwsra jects slated for. consideration. -- fesfflrnrorctirope. 1 s Interest Paid on Time Depositsto get It Whipped into shape." .I
'In that case, I can do you moreMINING TOWN CONSUMED
good on the other side. I'll help whii I.Kaylor, Pa., July 5. This mlnin A SURE SIGN
dressed in Scottish costumes and
their dancing was refreshingly natur-
al as well as accurate.
The closing number consisted Of a
number of old-tim- e favorite songs
sung by the male quartette.
you." Kansas City journal.town was practically wiped out tod
hy fire, supposed to have originated of .future is 'shownprosperity when you begin to savefrom a Roman candle. The loss isas this remedy la named, is introduced to In a Pinch, Use Allen'e
Foot-Eas-e
Ladles can wear shoes one size1 $155,000.the American puolic as the nest ana Baresttreatment in all cases of weak, slugirish
and impaired digestion, indicated by ttiefoiiowininivnintnmft: Coated tomrue. lack
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Eas- e, ami n a a t
Rain Breaks Drouth. the antiseptic powder for the feet; It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy!Green Bay, Wis., July 5, A four
of appetite, vomiting, jaundlca, burning
pain in stomach, headache, acidity,
dizziness, constipation, colic, general
depression, aversion to certain foods,
dy spepsl,dirrho5, flatulence, stomach gives instant
relief to corns and bun- -weeks' drouth was "broken mere today TOURlons. It's the greatest comfort dis
your money.
2THE LAS.VEGAS SAVINGS DANK
UTes you t onlthe road to prosperity to-da- y. Com-enc- e
as modestly as you please. The start itself , not the
size of
.it, 'is the principal thing. Once commenced, the
habit of putting by a little will grow. When that rainy
day'comes you'll be'mighljy, rlad you acquired it.
?. LAS VEQdS SAVI'IGS DflL'II
by a light shower. Iacne, eic. jStomftllx is nrpDred by Sail de Carlos,
a nhysician, surgeon and pharmaceutist HONEYcovery of the age. Relieves swollenfeet blisters callous and sorespots.7of highest standinn in Europe.Stomallx is not a mere
RECIPROCITY BILL TO DRAG.
Washington. July 5. At a confer-
ence today of senators, participated
in by Messrs. Penrose and Smoot.
republicans, arid Martin and Stone,
democrats, it was decided not to press
daily for the fixing of a date (to vote
on reciprocity so long as there are
senators prepared to spea't.
The man who knows It all Is always
looking for some fellow to try and
convince him that he doesn't.
Never leave home on a "journeystimulant, making me paircm me ,11:11of a medicine habit, but restores the
functions to robust bealtu. with
tlw raiMcity to do their work without
It Is-- a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet . Always use
it to break in new shoes. Sold every-
where, 25c Don't accept any substi
further aid. For SaU by att Druggvit.
without a bottle of Chaml.orlaln's Co-
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
is almost certain to be needed and
cannot be obtained when on board
the cars or steamships. For sale by
E. FOUCERA & CC. J Vtute. For FREE trial package addressumta. V. S. Now York.
Allen a Olmsted, Le Roy, N, T.f JallK druggists. ; J
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KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLEEstray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom it TOE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFECUT OUT FOR A FINANCIER
Youth Beginning Well and Father t5he Optic SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERSTHE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORYmm
COLUMN
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sacheTh;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.
Pineapple sherbet is nice
Instruction for Making It In a Way
! That la Not Only Easy
But Cheap.
Pineapple sherbet la easy to make,
cheap and Tery dellcloua: Three cups
granulated sugar, two cupa water.
Btlr until augar la dissolved, then
boll fire minutes. Add the Juice of
Dne good-siie- d lemon and one large
pineapple. If one haa a Tegetable
preaa it will not be necessary to be
particular about peeling the pineapple
Put It through the food chopper first,
then press the juice out In this Tege-
table press. In this way every bit of
the juice Is extracted. The juice from
Dne can of pineapple might be used aa
Keep the mixture all together
lu a large bowl standing in a vessel
of cold water until cool, then pour
Into freezer. When partly frozen add
the stiffly beaten white of one egg
and continue freezing. Let stand an
hour or so to ripen. Any other fruit
T11 ay be used instead of pineapple If
preferred. Strawberry is very nice
also orange.
Optic's Number, Main 2.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
Una. No ad to occupy less space than
two Unas. All advertisements charg- -
id will be booked at space actually
t without regard to number of
words. Cash In advance preferred,
Wanted
Wanted Good cook. Inquire 520
Washington.
WANTED Dining room girl. 403
Railroad avenue.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. i
A. HI Regular com-
munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth,
era cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR ar
conclave second Tuet--
day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
S. C; Chas, Tamme, Re
corder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3,
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
convocation first Monday
In each month at Ma-
sonic Temple, at 7: SO p.
,
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
secretary.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fri-
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
EL DORADO LODGE NO 1,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday eve-
ning in Castle hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially invited.
Chas. E. Llebsch-nle- r,
Chancellor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
Givens, Secretary. Visiting mem-
bers cordially invited.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO,
102 Meets every Monday night at
their hall In the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. E. E. Gearing, presi
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
tary; C. Pally, Treasurer.
. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
day ot the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cordially invited. Isaac Appel,
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
retary.
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
erhood hall the sleep of he fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
Condon, Secretary
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues-
day evenings each month, at Fra-
ternal Brotherhood hall. , Visiting
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
B. F. McOulre, President; E. C,
Ward, Secretary.
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 UeeU second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. halL Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cor.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. 8.
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit-
ing brethren cordially invited to at-
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; W. E. Crltea, treasurer;C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets the second and fourth Fri-
days of each month in the w. O.
W. hall, at 8 p. m. Christopher
Clay, Venerable Consul; George
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh-
bors are cordially invited.
DENTISTS.
F. R. LORD I
DENTIST M
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
Office Phone Main 6.7
Residence Phone Main 413
DR. E. L. HAMMOND ,
DENTIST
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.
ATTOKNEYS
Geo. H. Hunker Chester A. Hunker
HUNKER & HUNKER
Attorneys at Law
Las Vegas New Mexico
MASSAGE
MRS. OI .LIE SHEARER
Masseuse and Midwife
Residence Phone Main 308
Massage Parlor Phone Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays.
under certain conditions. The right
medicine must be taken before the
disease has progressed too far. Mr.
Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Tex., says:
I was down In bed for four months
with kidney and bladder trouble and
gall stones. One bottle of Foley's
Kidney Remedy cured me well and
sound." Ask for it O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
In the District Court
Joe Hollis, Plaintiff,
vs. No. 7209
Fred Hern, Defendant,
The Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad Company, Gar-
nishee, Defendant.
The said defendant, io-wi-t, Fred
Hern, Is hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against him by
Joe Hollis, plaintiff in the District
Court of San Miguel county, Territory
of New Mexico, being cause No. 7209
'on the docket of said court, wherein
the said plaintiff; Joe Hollis, seeks
to recover the sum of Fifty ($50.00)
Dollars due the said plaintiff by the
said defendant for and on account ot
room, lodging and board furnished the
said defendant by the eald plaintiff,
That unless you enter, or cause to
be entered, your appearance In said
cause on or before the 14th day of
August, A. D. 1911, judgment by de
fault will be entered therein against
you.
Plaintiff's attorney Is W. J. Lucas,
whose postofflce address is East las
Vegas, New Mexico.
(Seal) JOHN JOERNS,
Clerk.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear,
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an In
flamed condition of the mucous sur
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
culars, free.
F. Z. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Q
Sold by Duggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consft
pation.
Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of ma-
terials is my
motto. Esti-
mates cheerful
ly given.
H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.
LOCAL TIME CAKD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No. 1 1:60 P. M.
No. 3 8:16 A. M.
So. 7 6:16 P. M.
No. 9 6:36 P. M.
. Depart
No. 1 .................. 2:10 P. M.
No. 3 :20 A. M.
No. 7 6:40 P. M.
No. 9 7:00 P. M.
EAST BOUND
Arrive
No. 3 9:10 P. M.
No. 4 11:10 P. M.
No. 8 1:16 A. M.
No. 10 1:46 P. M.
Depart
No- - 2 9:15 P. M.
No. 4 11:20 P. M
No. 8 1:25 A. M.
No. 10 8:10 P. M.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
a. a. oena, ti. iam Vegas, N. M.
To-wi- t: One blue roan horse.
Branded
On right hip
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal beina unknown to un- -
Joard, unless claimed bv owdaf nn orbefore July 21, 1911, said date being 10
dy after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
wner .nen round.
CATTLE SANITARY' BOARD.
Albuaueroue. N M
irst pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Victor Perez, Encino, N. M.
To-wi- One black horse, about 7
or 8 years old, weight about 800 lbs.,
aDout 14 hands high.
Branded
On left Bhoulder RJl
under bit in the right ear.
Said animal being unknown to this
Flflfl
,
nnt.aa .1.1 . i
uuiooovuuineapy owner on orbefore July 21, 1911, said date being 10
aays after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de-
scribed estray animal was taken up by
O. Leatherwood, Stanley, N. M.
To-wi- t: One yellow horse 12 or 14
years old, both ears split, weighs
750 lbs.
On left hip
Also one roan horse 5 years 5!
weight about 550 lbs.
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to im!
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
dpys after last appearance of this ad-
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITAR Y BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Reyes Martinez, Reyes, N. M.
To-wi- t: One small, bay,, white faced
pony about 4 years old.
Branded T .yi- -
On right hip I lS
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 21, 1911. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad-
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by thi3 Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de-
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. T. Nix, Rosebud, New Mexico.
To-wi- t: One roan pony horse about
12 or 15 years old.
Branded . rjOn left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad-
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June '29, last pub. July 11, '11
( Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de-
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer.
To-wi- t: One black mare about 8
years old.
Branded KJf
On right hip Lll
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM-
POUND
Is effective for coughs and colds In
either children or grown persons. No
opiates, no harmful drugs. In the
yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schae'er and Rel Crona Dras
Co.
Seemed Abundantly Justineo in
HI Reasoning.
The old man was perched upon a
high stool, figuring up the day's sales
of dry goods, groceries and hardware.
when his aon came in with a rusn.
Say. Pop" exclaimed the young
man, "If I can buy a ar
horse for one-fift-y will yon
take a chattel mortgage on him and
help me out with the cash?"
"What kind of a boss, my sonr
inquired the father cautiously.
"Bay, 4 years old, sixteen hands
high, weighs 1,000 pounds, and sound
In wind, limb and bottom.
'That sounds good to me, my son.
and I want to do all I can to help you
along in the .world;" and he reached
down into the safe for his roll. "How
much do you want?" v
"A hundred and forty-nin- nrty.
The old man gasped and caught
hold of the desk.
"What?" he exclaimed.
"A hundred and forty-nin- fifty.
I've got half a dollar.
Slowly the old man shoved the rou
back into the safe.
"My son," he said softly, "you are
wasting time trading bosses. What
you ouEht to do Is to go Into the loan
and trust business." Llpplncott's.
Fond Hearts Finally United.
After waiting; 30 years for her to be
come a widow, George Sleegarm of
Wllkeabarre. Pa., has married Mrs,
Me.riet.ta Tehern of Hazeltoh. When
they were young in Germany, they fell
in love, and would have married naa
It not been for the opposition of tneir
Darents. They tried to elope, but
were discovered and caught before It
was possible for them to wed. Slee-
garm, despondent and angry, emi-
grated, and his sweetheart, who was
married a year after he left, followed
a few years later with her hushana.
who died a short time ago. Sleegarm
lately discovered that his old sweet-
heart lived in Hazleton. The old court-
ship was begun again and culminated
la their wedding the other day.
Art as It Looks to Small Boy.
It was Sunday afteroon at the Art
Institute and the galleries were crowd-
ed. Above the subdued hum of con
versation a small voice cried out that
he was tired.
"Ma" plumped him down on a couch,
his little fat legs stuck straight out,
and she returned to where "pa" was
standing and spent a few minutes In
undisturbed contemplation of the pic-
tures. But such contentment did not
reign long. "Ma," called the young
hopeful. But "Ma" paid no attention,
and a minute later he drawled out
Ma, O, Ma," but "ma" was deaf to the
voice. Then he tried "pa," but noth
ing doing.
By this time the entire attention of
the people in the gallery had been
detracted from the pictures to the lit
tle episode that was being carried
on under their eyes.
Utterly-unconsciou- s of the diversion
he had created, the little man called,
Ma, please, ma," but still no answer,
then, undauted, he again tried "pa,
but withouC success.
Then, heaving a big sigh, he rubbed
his eyes with his fists, yawsed, sat up,
and burst out with: "Ma; say, ma, I'm
tired looking at these flat pictures,
Let's eo downstairs and see the
stuffed ones." Chicago Tribune.
Inexplicable.
"What is he so angry at yoa for?"
"I haven't the slightest idea. We
met on the street and we were talk
ing just as friendly as could be, when
all of a sudden he flared up and
tried to lick me."
"And what were you talking
about?"
"Oh, just prdinary small talk.
remember he said, T always kiss my
wife three or four times every day.' "
"And what did you say?"
"I said, T know at least a dozen
men who do the same,' and then he
had a fit."
A Talker.
Jack I kissed Madge In a quiet
spot.
Tom Then in the mouth you kissed
her not Boston Transcript
Insinuating.
"Last night I dreamed I was dead,
"It was a dreadfully warm night.
wasn't it?"
HONEST MEDICINES VERSUS
FAKES
President Taffs recent message
suggesting an amendment to the Pure
Food and Drugs law In its relation to
prepared medicines, does not refer to
such standard medicines as Foley
Honey and Tar Compound and Foley
Kidney Pills, both of which are true
medicines carefully compounded
ingredients whose medicinal qualities
are recognized by the medical pro-
fession itself as the best known reme-
dial agents for the disease they are
intended to counteract For over
three decades Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has been a standard rem
edy for coughs, colds and affections
cf the throat, chest and lungs for chll
dren and for grown persons, and It
retains today Its above
al lother preparations of its kind. Fol-
ey; Kidney Pills are equally effective
and meritorious. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug: Co.
jDRIP CUPS FOR BOTTLES
fcevlce of Silver Plate or Nickel That
j Savea Table Linen From Be--j
Ing Soiled.
The soiling of table linen by the
flrlp that runs down the sides of a
bottle after each using can be pre
vented by means of this drip cup. The
cup, which is made of silver plate or
hickel. Is firmly held to the bottom
Protecting the Table Linen From
Drip.
of the bottle by spring clips. The
shape of the receptacle la such that a
bottle may be completely emptied of
Its contents .without the cup spilling
any of the drip It has caught
Grandmother's Nutcake.
Melt a teacuptul of lard, add one
pint of warm milk, one teaspoonful of
nalt, sifted flour to make a thick drop
batter and one email teacup of home--i
lade yeast (a compressed yeast cake
dissolved in warm water will do In
stead). Beat hard, stand in a warm
place, and when light work In two
cupfuls and a half of sugar, four beat
en eggs, two teaspoonfuls of ground
cinnamon and flour to make a soft
dough. Knead lightly for five mln-
utes, return to the bowl and keep
warm until very puJTy and light Roll
out half an inch thick and cut into
rounds with a wine glass. Let stand
on the board covered with a floured
cloth for 15 minutes; then cook, half
a dozen at a time, In a deep kettle
partly filled with emoking hot fat
Drain on soft paper and when cold
roll in powdered sugar.
Meat Juice.
Shred very finely half a pound of
raw beefsteak, free from fat and sklcy
dd half a pint of cold water, stir
It well together, add a pinch of salt
salt and let it stand for half an hour
In a warm place; stir again, then
strain off the liquor through muslin
and press 'it well so as to extract all
the juice. This may be taken cold, or,
before using the cup containing it
may be placed in a saucepan of hot
water until Just warm. It may also be
'mixed with a little cream or a beaten
gg or brandy. If given raw it should
be handed to the patient In a colored
wine glass, so that its red color is
not noticeable.
Laundry Pad.
If more housekeepers who have
laundering done in their own homes
would provide their laundress with a
specially padded board for embrold
ered pieces there would be fewer oc-
casions for complaint when such ar
ticles come from the laundress' hands
Regularly fitted laundries are.
course, equipped in this way, but the
housewife who uses ber kitchen for
laundry work often provides scant
equipment for this work. One of the
bosom boards that cost only a few
cents padded with several thicknesses
of table felt makes an ideal board for
lembroidery.
Lemon Pie.
, Beat the yolks of four eggs and two
cups of sugar together until very light
Add juice and grated rind of two lem
ons and lump of butter. Last stir in
the well beaten whites. Bake with
under crust It Is not necessary to
cover top with meringue, as the
whites will rise to the top and brown.
the above makes one large pie.
8tlr Gravy With a Fork.
If the thickening for gravy Is stirred
with a fork it will not be lumpy, but
smooth as cream. National Magazine,
Cucumber Catchup.
Grate your cucumbers, sweeten to
taste, and cook 15 minutes in vinegar,
Bottle up hot In air-tig- jars.
WANTED4 Men and boys in Los An
geles. Small pay but can learn
trade of automobiles, electricity,
plumbing, bricklaying on actual con
tract jobs. 300 students last year.
Catalogue free. United! Trde
School Contracting Co., Los An
geles.
For Sale
FOR SALE Horse and buggy, 925
Eighth street
FOR SALE Full bloodtd fox terrier
puppies; natural bob-taile- W. R
Williams, 623 Railroad ave.
FOR SALE CHEAP 5 year old black
horse, 15 & hands, driving or riding,
nice even trotter, perfectly gentle.
Address X., Optic.
For Sale Cheap Good Jersey cow,
Call 1007 Eleventh street
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens.
$8 and $10 per doz., according to
quality. Mrs. M. E, Johnson, Hum
boldt, Kan.
""OR SALE Legal blanks of all de
scriptions Notary seals and rec
ords at The Optic office.
The former Harris Bros., dairy Just
north of city limits on Eighth street
8 acres of ground, 5 acres In alfalfa
orchard and small fruits, all under
ditch; house with bath and
city water; two large poultry houses
2 large barns; especially suited for
dairy and poultry raising. Will be sold
very cheap. See A. H. Harris, 612
Lincoln avenue.
For Rent
KOR RENT Nicely furnished room
in modern home. Phone Purple
5302.
FOR RENT Large front room, newly
decorated, ground floor, electric
light. 620 Seventh st.
FOR RENT Two large furnished
rooms for light housekeeping, with
closets. Inquire cor. National and
Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room, private home
across street from Dormitory, 821
Main avenue.
Right in your busiest season when
you have the least time to spare
you are most likely to take diarrhoea
and lose several days' time, unless
you have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhea Remedy at hand and
take a dose on the first appearance of
the disease. For sale by all druggists
READ for PROFIT
Use for Result
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN-
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.
KrysM lice
IS CLEAN, PURE AND HAS LASTING QUALITIES
Made from distilled water
Cet Us $bow Vou
PHONE 227 MAIN
If it may be termed a science must
Th.6 include a means of presenting the
.
-
proposition to the greatest numberbCienCe OI of prospective buyers. To reach this
Soiling' cliss i tlie southwest use the
Farms OPTIC
IjHIil WANT COLUMNS
I i
EW E 1 V IB dD ED V I
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, JULY 5, 191 1
,.
Believing in the future of this City and Now Mexico, The Optic
Occupies the Front Scat in the Van of Progress. What
helps Las Vegas will in turn help the Optic to Grow
and Prosper as a Newspaper
oalbtsiralbtB IFtwo TBots dSbp tints
And llccp Abreast of the Timet
Delivered to Your Door Every Evening in the Week
Except Sunday For IS Cents
1y f7n; $6.00 a Year, Payable in Advance
This Being a Special Raid for Mail Subscribers Only.
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, JULY 5, 191 18
OR. J. S. ENDEAVORERSLOCAL NEWS
25TII BIENNIALUie best at NoleiteaAiays get
barber shop. tsraw-- Hat
-- SALE
over the bar at 'II
BOOSTS LAS VEGAS
a
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE RABBI
TELLS BALTIMORE AUDIENCE
OF OUR RESOURCES
.
The following interview with Dn
Jacob & Baisin, rabbi of Temple Mon-tefior- e
of this city, appeared in a re- -
CONVEN
t
Old Crow told
Long's Buffet.
TWENTY" THOUSAND MEMBERSStrawberry shortcake for dessert at
V'hite Kitchen tonight MealB;tvrenl
FOR A COLD MEAL WE IIAVE READY TO SERVE,
SHIPMENT JUST IN FROM LIBBY, McNEILL LIBBY
ChopSuey.yBonais. TfaJteeti I
Kraut and Sausage i f
Liver and Bacon
Irish Stew, Pork Sausage.
Frankfurters iBrajtwursdtt
Vienna Sausage.
Corned Beef, Roast Beef.
Chile Con Carne.
Potted Chicken.
IN GLASS
Lamb Tongues.
Sliced Beef.
Sliced Bacon.
P 3 N VISITORS GATHER IN
ty-fl- cents. -
ATLANTIC CITY
cen.t,,fdition of a Baltimore paper:, vl
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock Atlantic City, N. J., July 5. Thouat Long's Buffet.
sands of Christian Endeavorers from
various sections of the United States
and of Canada have arrived here since
the beginning of the week and every
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Christian church meets tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock with Mrs.
William Harper, 423 Tenth street.
25 Per Cent Discount on All Men's,
Boy's and Children's Straw Hats,
Including Panamas in all
the late Blocks
Incoming train brings additional dele
gations to the twenty-fift- h conventionan everything else In preserved and '
canned goods can be had ot tho International Christian En
deavor, which will begin- here tomor-
row to continue for a full week. ItAT
Mayor K "D. Goodall has purhcased
an E. M. F. runabout The machime
is equipped with a detachable deml-tonnea- u
and will prove handy for
the mayor In his trips about the city
and surrounding country. s
is expected that about twenty thou
sand members and visitors will at
"Dr. J. S. Raisin, of Las Vegas, N.
M., who was at the Belvedere yester-
day, is a learned young Jewish rabbi
who left his native home in Brooklyn,
N. Y., eome years ago to take charge
ot the synagogue in that above nam-
ed territory. Dr. Raisin has fallen in
love with hia adopted country and is
so thoroughly identified with the west
that he expects to mafys It his per-
manent abode.
"If you people here in the east"
said Dr. Raisin, "only knew what mag-
nificent scenic beauties the western
country contained I think you would
come our way to enjoy these natural
attractions before setting off on Eu-
ropean tours. I have been in every
part of the Old World and I can say
honestly that there are sights 'in" New
Mexico, Colorado and Arizona that ex-
ceed in grandeur anything across the
Atlantic. It seems a shame that so
many millions are spent In foreign
I THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
$8.00 Panama, for.... $6.00 $2.75 Straw, for $2.05
$7.00 Panama, for..... 5.25 $2.00 Straws for.. 1,50
5175 S,raW8 for-13- 0$6.00 Panama, for.. .... 4.50
- $1.50 Straw, for. 113$5.00 Panama, for ....... 3,75 $1 0Q Stf awt fof 75c
$3.00 Straw, for 2.25 75c Straw, for.. ..... . 56c
tend the great gathering. Young's
"Mi'lion-Dollar- " pier, which is about
a quarter or a mile long, has beenTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar-
rels on the bar. engaged
for this convention and dur-
ing the week of the meeting only del-
egates and convention visitors1 will be
admitted to the pier. The sessions
will be held in the two big halls on
The city council will hold its
meeting for July tomorrow evenESTABLISHED 1876 ing. Considerable business will come
These Hals Are All New and of the Latest
Weaves and Styles.
G RE EN BERGER
A Square Deal
the pier and In the canvas-covere- dbefore the council as that body did pavilion, which give a fine view of
the water, and allow free access tonot hold its regular meeting for June.
the refreshing breezes.Important matters concerning sewer
construction will be brought up.The 4 travel by Americana who have not the The program of the convention ha3
- faintest idea of the glories of their been arranged with proper considera-
tion of the comfort of the delegatesPositively no camping, fishing native land.First National Rank and to give the latter sufficient timehunting allowed on our ranch.W. and F. J. Wesner. "In a few miles of Las Vegas thepanorama of mountain scenery is
equal to the Alps, and yet few are
for recreation no sessions of any
kind will be held between the hoursThe board of county commissioners,OF those who come to gaze on this won-
derful vision. Fashion which knowsafter a day's adjournment to observe
of 10:30 a. m. and' 2:45 p. m. One
of the unique features" of the gatherIndependence Day, resumed its July
session this morning. The greater
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street
part of the forenoon was spent In
ing will be the "Quiet Hour" services,
which will be held on the pier every
morning early, while the day is still
cool and quiet.
not patriotism causes men and women
to go to Switzerland, Ignoring the fact
that ini the domains of Uncle Sam we
have that country beaten to a stand-
still. V
allowing bills. The board expected
to complete its labors this a'ternoon.
Vis"s"- - V5
Save yourself that 200 mile
walk in Hot Weather. -
Measurements show that a'
woman doing the work in an
average kitchen, takes 200 miles
of steps that ahoosier kitchen
Cabinet could save her, in the
Hot weather months.
A small payment down and
a dollar a week buys one.
In accordance with the program theIt was planned to fix the tax Uw
"Las Vegas is 6,000 feet and more Christian Endeavor Institute will meetfor the year before final
iu sections to discuss all phases ofabove the sea level and is itself abeautiful place. It Is a natural sana work under the leadership of experts.
The meetings will be daily from d toThe board of trustees of the New
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
A General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
torium, and those who have lung trou-
ble make almost miraculous recovery
in that dry and bracing air. A large
Mexico hospital for the insane held 10:30 a, m. Consultation hours have
its regular monthly, meeting this
morning In the office of the secre The HoosierSpecial Saves Miles of Stepsfor Ti red Feet.tary, William E. Gortner, on the
percent of the population are of Mex-
ican stock, but they are a fine people,
intelligent and The
homes are beautiful, and each resi-
dence has a verdant lawn with gar
Plaza. Routine business only was
transacted. The board completed its
work before the noon hour. All de J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
Licensed Hoosier Agents.
been arranged from 9:30 to 10:30 a.
m., when the Endeavorers can bring
their problems to the leaders for in-
formal discussion. Every afternoon at
3 and every evening at 8 o'clock there
will be two great simultaneous meet-
ings on the pier, to be addressed by
speakers of international reputation.
The great questions of personal reli-
gion, evangelism, missions', temper-
ance, civic righteousness and Inter
partments of the asylum are running
in good order.
den at the rear. In ordinary seasons
there is not much rainfall, and we
have to depend on Irrigation, but this
A train composed of five coaches, year there has been an unusual
amount of rain and the outlook Is for
fine crops. It Is also a center of the denominational fellowship will be con
each loaded with school master.; and
school ma'ams from Georgia and
other southern states, passed through
Las Vegas this morning at 8 o'clock
as a second section of the California
wool Industry, for New Mexico Is one sidered. "0? the greatest eheep-ralsin- g coun
"The convention singing will be lodtries on earth." FOR 30 DAYSby large choruses from the leadingcities of the country. Saturday even-
ing these will be combined into a
gieat.magnificent choir. Sunday even
Limited. The train was made up ol
tourist cars throughout. The teach-
ers were on their way to San Fran-
cisco to attend the National Education-
al association meeting. ing there will be great evangelistic
services.
Do not miss this chance to get an Electric Iron
so days; free trial
Las Vegas Light & Power Go,Phone Main 206
The list of speakers contains manyFinch's Golden Wedding R3, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of courae.
ANOTHER LINCOLN MEMORIAL
Washington, July 5. A huge
boulder, bearing a descriptive tablet
of bronze, Is to be unveiled next week
to the memory of Abraham Lincoln
on the epot where he stood at tha
tattle of Fort Stevens, in which mem-
orable engagement the president
played a conspicuous part. The me-
morial project Is the work of the
Fort Stevens Lincoln Park assoris
tion.
men of prominence and distinction,
well known throughout the Christian
world. President Taft will attend the
convention on Friday and is expected
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed
Pitcher Edburn, who left the Ma-ron- s
last iweek !to go to 'Dawso,
pitched Brierly's aggregation to vic-
tory in Trinidad Monday, winning his
game by a score of 10 to 8. Edburn
held Trinidad to nine hits while Daw-
son copped eighteen off Nash. Ed-
burn made two hits out of five times
Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos
COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling.
3
to deliver an address. Among the
speakers scheduled to address the
convention during the week are Gov-
ernor. Woodrow Wilson, Judge Ben B.
Lindsey, of Denver, Hon. William
Jennings Bryan, Rev. J. Wilbur Chap-
man, Fauny Crosby, Commander Eva
Booth, Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, Book-
er T. Washington, Rev. G. Fukuda, of
Japan; Rev. F. J. Horsefield, of En-
gland; Rev. R. Gray of New Zeal-
and; Rev. H. I. .Marshall, Burmah;
former vice president Charles W.
Fairbanks; Rev. Charles W. Gordon
at bat and handled fouf fielding
chances without an error. The Las
Vegag fans axe glad to see him mak- -
ng good. . t ; Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131
21ntMHhi pm yiym q ON D ON M"M"n The residents of the dry farming
district on the mesa celebrated the
Fourth with a big picnic in Las Con (Ralph Connor) and many otherst L t
CHERRIES
FOR CANNING
24 Quart Boxes
$3.00
Indianapolis sent an exceptionally
large delegation to the convention, acDRY CLEANING
companied by a chorus of two hun
dred voices; and an orchestra of twen
chas canyon. Forty or fifty families
Were present and everybody had a
good time. Two baseball teams were
organized as the Hummingbirds and
the Yellowhammers. The Humming-
birds flew away with the game by a
score of 16 to 1. Nobody knocked
on the result of the game, but a big
woodpecker in a nearby tree. The
Declaration of Independence was read
Now is the Timety-o- men. The delegates intend tomake the most strenuous efforts to
I win the consent of the convention tothe proposition of holding the next
biennial gathering of the Internation
For
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.'
The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450 6 1 4 Lincoln Avenue
al Christian Endeavor society in 1913
at Indianapolis.and a number of speeches were made,
after which a bounteous country pit
nic dinner was served. a
TonyiFBOTt-draugtoHBe- er Is on tap
ICE TEA
We have the Price
and Quality
at the fonera Bar. and is one of the 3. II. STEARNSfinest draught fceerf r served over: any
JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.
Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free.
Excursions everywhere.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Terms: $2 per day; flO per week,
Leave orders at Murphey's.
car in the city.
We Launder Your
Negligee Shirts
in a way that makes them look
much better than Is possible
when they are sent to a washer-
woman, or done at home. ' r
You will find that we make
them cleaner aid whiter. If,
colored, we wash them thorough-
ly, but so carefully that the col- -
or. stay bright
We starch the shirts just
right, so the bosom, stay in
place and the neckband, hold
your collars properly. And we
launder the cuffs so they look as
nice as your collar. ,.
Good dressing demands that
your negligee shirt be sent us,
with your other linen.
GROCER.
Mrs. f Harriet S. Sheldon, di
rectress of La Casa de Ra-
niona, the woman's dormitory of the
THE BEST PLACE
in Las Vegas to buy
'; i
Groceries and Meats ,
New Mexico Normal University, has
presented her resignation to the board
of regenta of the school and it has
been accepted. Mrs. Sheldon had
Oriental Blend $1.00
Taney Ceylon Blend 75
Fancy Japan Blend SO
Special Blend 35charge of the dormitory during the
first year of its existence. She was
highly esteemed by the young women
who resided in the building and ,ty
townspeople with whom she came in
.Dahlia Roota ' So Eaoh
,To close them out. These are-'ou- r fine 15c and 25c
- varieties. One root given free to every visitor at our
store Thursday. Do not forget to,ask for yours.
Perry Onion & Son
contact. Mrs. Sheldon made the in
C. D. BOUCHER
The Coffee Manstitution a financial success, which
some people freely predicted wouldTHE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. be Impossible during the first year, Las Vegas Steam LaunJry
' Phone Main 8l A i
Mrs. Sheldoii will leave the latter
Ranch Phono Main 276Store Phono Main 462 Read The Optic. It came, the full
Associated Pres. report, '
part of this month for Madison, Wis.
where she expects to locate.
f i ix --111
